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In Murray and
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United Press International

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

In Our 92nd Year

Six Injured In
Accidents Here

Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, July 1, 1971

Beauty Contestants
On TV On Friday

10.Per Copy

Three Attend
MSU Science
Institute

Vol. LXXXXII No. 154

Post Office
Makes change

Twenty-eight beauty contestants from Murray and
Calloway County who are
competing in the MurrayCalloway County Fair Queen
WASHINGTON (UP!) —The increases of 30 per cent spread
Today we delve into words which Six persons were reported end, was towed away by Parker contest will be introduced on the Three teachers from Murray
being Ford, Inc. The injured persons WDXR-TV Dance Party Fridt( are attending a summer science
are used and misused. Not that injured, with one
semi-independent U.S. Postal over two years.
In addition, the appropriation
it's anybody's fault or anything, hospitalized, in three different were taken to the hospital by a afternoon, July 2, at 4:30. The stitute at Murray State
Service took over the nation's
with $1.2 Ninon tor running
bill
vast
mail
k's just that we get mixed up on traffic accidents in the city and Blalock-Coleman ambulance.
operations
today,
university
Paducah
this summer.
program originating in
them because of their similarity. county on Wednesday, according Injured in a collision at 9:42 can be seen on Channel 29 or by James R. Feltner, assistant
facing at the very outset labor the service has yet to pass the
to the reports filed by the Murray p.m. Wednesday at the in- cablevision Channel 10.
difficulties because of lack of a Senate and the White House. It
incipal at Calloway County
All of this comes from "An Police Department and Kentucky tersection of South 16th and
contract to cover its 750,000 cleared the House Wednesday.
Accompanying the girls from *gh School, is attending the
Trooper
The changes for citizens
Charles Sycamore Streets were Mrs. Murray will be Mrs. Don Keller, Institute designed to increase the
employes.
Outline of English Composition" State
Anna Lou Jones of Murray Route
Stephenson.
probably will hardly be percepby Alan B. Howes.
•c scientific knowledge of
contest chairman, Mrs. 0. B.
Seven and Keith G. Pope of
An all-night negotiating ses- tible. Alterations include new
eneral science teachers in
Hospitalized was Miss Vickie Braceville, Ui. Mrs. Jones was Boone, Jr., assistant
produced "considerable signs saying postal service
sion
Take "ante" and "anti". Ante is Collins, age eighteen, of Murray
ior and senior high schools.
and Mike Lyons, Jayc
progress" toward a settlement, instead of post office, and an
a prefix, such as in anteroom. Route Four. She sustained severe treated for contusions of the right ra0tweentative.
The workshop is financed by a
Rev. Terry M. Sills
a spokesman for government eagle patch instead of a pony
Anti is a prefix too, but it means facial lacerations in a two car elbow and shoulder at the
grant of $51,770 from the National
Other activities scheduled for
local
of
the
mediators said, but talks were express rider patch on the
emergency
room
against such as in antiwar.
collision on Highway 121, Cold- hospital. Pope sustained a knee next week include a swim peek lcience Foundation.
then recessed for a week. sleeves of workers.
water Road, on Wednesday at injury, according to the wreck to be held Tuesday, July 6, 2-4, et. Mrs. Dortha Lyons, South
Meantime, some mail workers The most noticeable change
Then we have "beside" and about 2:45 p.m. She is listed in
Adarshall High School biology and
home of Mrs. Don
were talking strike.
occurred six weeks ago when
"besides". Beside means next to satsifactory condition this report filed by the investigating the
ysical science teacher,and Joe
t
R
i
oad,
At
this
Otr
ar
d
an
sti
l
Police
the
Murray
officers
of
such as, he sits beside me. morning by officials at the
A strike of postal workers the cost of a first class stamp
, Mayfield High School
01006
Besides means in addition to, Murray-Calloway County Department.
under the quasi-government was raised from six to eight
and physics teacher,
Cars involved in the wreck CceetwijOY. • „.
,
such as, besides the car he is Hospital.
mail system is prohibited by cents.
enrolled in the second inFor citizens who drop by
driving he also has a motorcycle. Injured in the same accident were a 1964 Chevrolet Impala Mrs. Robert
the law creating it, just as it
tute.
owned by Clifton Jones of Murray Mrs. Richard Orr.
was Jimmy Hale,age 21, of Hazel Route Seven and driven by Rehearsal will be held July 10, It consists of a program of Revival services will be held at was under the old Post Office postal service offices today,
Here's one that you have to be Route Two. He suffered a
advanced studies for high school the Grace Baptist Church star- Department, but New York there will be wall decorations
2-4, at the Murray Woman's Club,
careful with, capital and capitol. laceration of the lip and a con- Bonnie Williams Jones of Murray
4Itemistry,
biology and physics ting Sunday evening, July 4, and mail workers called meetings of historical postage stamps
Route Four, and a Datsun 500 with Mrs. Delores Warner in
Capital means of primary im- tusion of the forearm.
s,
and
is supported by a continuing through Sunday, July today to discuss the possibility. and exhibits depicting mailmen
owned by Marie Wilson of charge, and the contest itself
portance. This is also the city Trooper
It was New York area postal at work. A few post,offices will
075
grant
from
NSF.
11, with Rev.Terry M.Sills as the
Stephenson
inhighlight of the Fair'
where the capital building is estigated the wreck between a Puryear, Tenn., and driven by be the
employes
who walked out first even have open house ceremoDr.
Walter
E.
Blackburn,
dean
evangelist.
a opening on Monday night, July
located. Capitol is the building 1967 Comet, driven by Miss Pope. Mrs. Jones was
olthe School of Arts and Sciences The services will be held each during a contract dispute in the nies.
12, at the fairgrounds.
Continued on Page Eight)
Souvenir envelopes and a
itself.
at Murray State and director of week night at 7:45 p.m. and spring of 1969, setting off a
Ilins, and a 1970 El Camino
the institutes, said 111 par- Sunday evening services will be strike that spread to much of first-day ism* of flrt. class
ckup driven by Hale. Miss
Council and counsel.
ticipants from 17 states are at seven p.m.
the nation—despite its illegality. stamps with...1180.-afte eagle
llins pulled out from the
Council and counsel. Council
enrolled
in
the
two
Seven postal unions were emblem wera--go
programs.
on
South
church,
located
The
veway at Shady Oaks Trailer
The institutes mark the 15th 9th Street Extended, will be negotiating with Postal Service
means a group while counsel urt and collided with the Hale
means advice.
consecutive year the NSF has celebrating its fifth anniversary officials as a coalition called
going north toward Mayfield
supported programs on the since its organization on Sunday, Council of American Postal
n Highway 121, the state
Dual means two, like dual I liceman said. Both were
campus. The first institute at July 4. During this time, the Employes. They were demanduntil next Thursday to study Murray State in 1957 was the first church has built a new ing a 30 per cent pay raise and
wheels, while duel means a fight. aveling alone.
By GEORGE SIBERA
in Kentucky supported by the auditorium and added many other fringe benefits.
The Phelps Bros. Quartet will
PARIS (UPII—The Vietna- the plan.
The Comet, damaged on the
Emigrate and immigrate. The eft side, was towed in by Tabers mese Communists put forth a The new Communist propo- NSF.
The Postal Service, in hard present a program of gospel
other improvements to the
first means to leave the country rocker Service, and the El seven-point peace plan today sals were a departure from
talks that started at 8:30 am. singing on Saturday July 3 at 7:30
church and grounds.
where you live and the second
Rev. Lloyd Wilson is the pastor Wednesday and lasted—with at the First Assembly of God
o, damaged on the front calling for the release of war previous offers which insisted
must
Americans
means to arrive in a new country
prisoners simultaneously with that the
of the Grace Church. The visiting only breaks for meals—until church.
to live.
withdrawal of U.S. troops under announce a deadline on troop'
evangelist, Rev. Sills, is pastor of 7:30 a.m. today, apparently
The church is located at the
a mutually agreed timetable. withdrawal before any discusthe Sinking Spring Baptist made its first firm money
corner of Glendale and South
Deceit and Dwelt. Decent
Church.He has served pastorates offer.
The United States immediately sion on prisoner releases could
in Murray and the
means proper an4tistrent means
previously at the Hardin, A Labor Department spokes- Sixteenth
moved to adjourn to give even start.
invited
to attend.
public
is
going down.
Narksey, and Fredonia Baptist man said the offer was "a good
careful study to the proposal.
The Ledger and Times will not Churches and is a member of the one" but declined to say what it
The
proposal
was
made
by
Chastain,
of
Richard
publish on Monday July 5 in executive board of the Blood was. He added that negotiators
andjacum*.The Bra
Madame Nguyen Thi Binh, the
EXPLANATION
observance of the July 4 i'loliday River Baptist •Aslocilithiii. •
word means neeerwitrIto peoper Sioslowood. Florida. will be the Viet Cong foreign minister and
for both sides "worked with
speaker in a series of gospel
A news story run last week
With
the
Fourth
coming
on
conduct while the latter means
was
their
sleeves roiled up and their
The public is invited to attend
endorsed by North Vietsermons at the Church of Christ
&Way, the holiday observance the services and especially the heads down" trying to reach an concerning Glenn C. Wilcox
before.
in New Concord. He will begin the nam negotiator Ruse Thuy who
passing the state real estate
will
be
on
Monday
July
5.
anniversary observance on agreement:
series on July 4 and continue appealed to U.S. Ambassador Mrs. Ethel Thornton Ward of Retail merchants generally
examination was turned in to the
Flaunt means to show off and
707
Sunday.
Roplar
Street,
David
Murray,
died
K.
E.
Bruce to give it
through July 11.
The contract covering seven Ledger and Tu-nes by the Kenflout means to disregard.
at 10:55 p.m. Wednesday at the will not be open, however a
Services will be conducted careful consideration.
unions expired at 12:01 a.m. tucky Real Estate Commission
number
of
stores
in
the
shopping
daily at 2:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m., Madame Binh had said in Murray-Calloway County centers will remain open.
today along with
the Poi and not by Mr. Wilcox. Mr.
Precede means to go before and
Monday through Saturday. advance the proposal was Hospital. She had been stricken Downtown merchants remaining
Office Department that was Wilcox was inadvertently called
proceed me means to go forward.
while
taking
a
short
walk
near
Sunday services will be at 10:50 aimed at breaking the deadlock
created 182 years ago. Union a realtor, rather than a real
oPen include Lermans, Kuhns,
The horse precedes the car, but
her home earlier at 3:45 p.m.
a.m. and 7:30 p.m. Sunday ser- in the two-year-old talks and
leaders were demanding pay estate salesman.
Brokerage, Dollar Store and
the two proceed down the road.
The
Murray
woman
had
beenl
vices will also include Bible
suffering from a heart condition. Cat"classes for all ages at 10:00 am. Bruce promptly responded tu
All Federal, state, county and
Eminent means outstanding but
formerly the Communist's call to consi- She was a member of the First city offices will be closed
Mr.
Chastain
for the "The Seekers" a powerful realimminent means likely to happen
Baptist Church and the Kathleen
10the
that
so
seriously
it
der
preached for the church at New
in the near future, or impending,
Jones Group of the Baptist day. City Police and City life unscripted film about young
year-old
Vietnam
war
could
be
Concord. He has since worked
Firemen will remain on duty as people,former drug abusers, who
such as impending danger.
Women of the church.
with a church in Virginia. In 1968 brought to an end.
weal. The Sheriff may be con- -tell it like it is" in Encounter
She
was
a
life
long
resident
of
participated in a mission "It has always been our
Lightening means to make he
and taCted at his home or through city group sessions, will be featured
practice
to
examine
any Murray and Calloway County
campaign in South Africa.
on the regular bill once each
something less heavy while
was
the
daughter
of
the
late
police.
The speaker is known by many proposal made by your side,
A number of service stations night at 8:30 at the Murray Drivelightning is an electrical flash in
Henry
D.
Thornton,
Jr.,
and
Ella,
in the New Concord are. All his and we have consistently stated
the sky.
Lassiter Thornton. She and her and some eating establishments In Theatre from July 2 through
friends, along with the general our desire to negotiate on all
will be July 5. The film is under the
cesope
ofn am
alsou.s
piabe
late
sister, Miss Betty Thornton4vil11
public, are cordially invited to proposals made by both sides,"
sponsorship of the Murray
withanent
Principal means major or most
had
been
associated
their'
By JAMES 0. JACKSON
The U.S. embassy, on hearing
attend each of the services, a Bruce told Madame Birth. He
Calloway County Council on Drug
open
and
a
capacity
crowd
is
important while principle is a
father
in
the
Thornton
Drug
MOSCOW
the
(UPI)—Leonid
I.
plans, postponed their
then
asked
for
adjournment
said.
spokesman
church
concept or ideal.
Company formerly located where expected at the state parks if the Education and the Murray Brezhnev wept today before the American Independence Day
Mental
Health
Center.
Lindsey's Jewelers now is in day is sunny. Both country clubs
Awn coffins of the three Soyuz reception from
Friday
to
re will be crowded with golfers, Presented by the Com- 11 cosznonauts, heroes who Monday.
It's means "It is" while its shows
business.
possession.
Whose
shows
Mrs. Ward is survived by one immers and tennis players if monwealth of Kentucky, through brought glory to the Soviet
The bodies were brought to
possession but who's means "who
son, Joe M. Ward and his wife, e day is pretty and the city the Kentucky Department of Union at the sacrifice of their Moscow and were lying in state
Mental
Health,
Project
Drive-In
is". Stationary means standing
Paula, and two grandchildren, irks are also expected to be
lives.
at the Central Soviet Army
Seekers—an exhibition of this
still but stationery is writing
Marshall and Dan Ward, all of led to capacity.
The Communist Party Gener- House. Beginning at Noon,
age
group
whole,
the
upper
as
a
exciting film in theatres
There is increasing interest in
paper.
al Secretary, Premier Alexei N. Soviet citizens began filing
constitutes 9.9 percent of the toal., Charleston, South Carolina; one
throughout the State—is another
Calloway County these days in
brother,
Henry
D.
Thornton
Kosygin and President Nikolai through the building to pay
of
in
the
percent
represents 9.8
It
its
of
segment
phase
of
The
Kentucky
I.D.E.A. V. Podgorny led
And on and on and on. Thanks the over45
Casa Grande, Arizona; two
tens of their final respects to the men.
East South Central States.
(Involvement in Drug Education
population.
Mr. Howes.
; numerous cousins.
thousands of mourners to the
In most parts of the country,
Tess, the
against
Abuse),
official
Kentucky's
news
bodies lying-in-state at Soviet
The men and women in that the figures show, women have a The J. H. Churchill Funeral
agency, said Soyuz 11 landed
continuing program to combat
COW COUNTRY
Home
will
have
charge
of
the
Central
Army House.
age bracket are emerging, much better longevity than men.
A Gospel Singing will be held at drug abuse and to educate and
smoothly at the end of a
Madison, wis. (UPI)—Wiscon- collectively, as a more important This is borne out by the last arrangements.
"Gospel Singing Drive-In", Inform all citizens about the facts
flawless mission that had
sin, which already had as element in the local economy census, which
Tears rolled down Brezhnev's
counted 139
ated six miles east of Hardin of and possible solutions to the
amassed a treasure of knowofficial state symbols the sugar than ever before.
LETTERS"EDITOR,
cheeks as he gazed at the
women over 65 for every 100 men.
Highway 80, on Saturday drug problem.
ledge on manned spaceflight.
maple, wood violet, robin, Proportionately, they have In Calloway County the number Dear Editor:
bodies of Georgi DobrovoiskY,
But when a recovery ream
Further information about the
muskellunge, badger, white- been expanding at a more rapid of women of that age if 1,907 and Hauck Denkle Supreme Court ght, July 3.
Vladislav Volltov and Viktor
Featured
on
the
program
will
rushed to open the hatch, Tass
local
drug
situation
red
and
how
to
and
galena
deer,
tailed
Patsayev.
He
brushed
Calley and
Clay
wer
the
tears
rate in the last ten years than the number of men, 1,534.
"Slim and Zella Mae, the deal with it is available from
said, they found the cosrnonauts
granite, finally has an official most other age groups. ApAlthough mank elderly people American boys. Uncle Sai
inc Gospel Singers, from Willard Ails, Murray-Calloway away with his hand, then with a "in their seats, without any
domestic animal.
proximately 1 out of every 8.1 are having a hard time these called and said boys, you got)
Radio Station, St. Louis, County Hospital or Don Brock, handkerchief.
signs of life."
The state assembly Wednes- local residents is now in the plusdays, financially, because of the go.
Mo.
There
is no admission charge Murray Mental Health Center. The Soviet Union's best
Soviet journalists close to the
designating
day approved a bill
scientists
examined autopsy
65 category.
constantly rising cost of living, Clay answered with a great
the public is invited to attend.
space program said preliminathe animal—the dairy cow.
reports, the cosmonauts' spaceAnd because the majority of the majority are holding their no. Said I do not wish to leave ts On Sunday night, July 4,
ry unofficial reports said the
ship and flight records to try to
them have become more self- own virtue of increased social land. I can't fight, I am a
val services will open with
bodies and the ship bore no
find
the
sufficient than
mysterious force that
their coun- security benefits, medicare and preacher man.
. J. H. Lipford as the
obvious evidence of violent
killed them Wednesday on their
terparts were in previous years, special tax reductions.
Calley was sent to a far ary
angelist. The services will be
death.
return from the Salyut orbital
their status as consumers has
As a group, their combined land. Many of his friends we held nightly throughout the week
They said the cosmonauts lay
The
youth
choir
of
First
Baptist
station.
risen.
killed
and
maimed,
left
to
lain
pruchasing power is about $45
at 7:30 p.m.
tranquilly in the seats, faces
Variable cloudiness with
Church
in
Blytheville,
Arkansas The cosmonauts will be
As a result, they have become billion a year, which is much the mud and sand.
widely scattered showers and
will present the Christian Folk buried Friday afternoon in the composed as if in sleep. There
than it was 10 years ago. They handed him a gun. le
thunderstorms will prevail in the sales targets of manufac- greater
Musical, "Tell It Like It Is", at Kremlin Wall following a state was no sign of a struggle for
enemy is out there they poirn
Kentucky today most numerous turers and merchants who have
the
Hazel Baptist Church on funeral in Red Square. The U.S. survival. Their space capsule
their hand. War.is no fun, live
EIGHT CITED
south and east portions of the found that they can boost their
Friday evening beginning at 7:30 Embassy immediately post- showed no outward sign of
nothing to stand.
damage.
state. Generally fair tonight and sales volume by giving special Eight persons were cited by the Calley
1d.
p.m.
was
young,
poned its Independence Day
he
was
A breakin occuirred at the
Many western experts sugFriday. Cooler most sections attention to the needs and desires Murray Police Department in a He
There
will
wle
be
no
admission
reception
from
emptied his gun
Friday
to
roadblock in the city this morWestern Kentucky Stages, North charge and
gested
that
the
unknown
tonight and Friday. Highs today of the elderly.
the public is extended Monday.
ning. They were five for no city crouching low. He did not aslre
and Walnut Streets, sometime a
dangers of prolonged weightInis to low 90s. Lows tonight upper
cordial
invitation
to
attend,
a
you
friend
The
or
foe.
cosmonauts
bodies
ha
Politically, also, they are being auto stickety, and three for no
last night, according to the
lessness may have weakened
50s and 608 highs Friday mid 70s
been brought to Moscow from
courted. Their influence is great, state inspection stickers, ac- The court said Caney yould report to the Murray Police church spokesman said.
the cosmonauts so much that
to mid 80s.
wrong. For you it's life in jail Ve
Central Asia, to the army
not only because of their growing cording to the citations.
the sudden, buffeting shock of
Department this morning at
house, and beginning at noon
can't even let you out on ha
size but because most of them get
re-entry caused vital organs to
seven o'clock.
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
TEMPLE HILL LODGE
thousands
of
Clay
stayed
behind,
Soviet
citizens
courteoe
FIREMEN CALLED
fail.
The police report said entrance
Chance of showers or thun- to the polls on election day.
began filing through to pay
women. Made a million.
Others said it seemed more
dershowers Sunday and Monday. In Calloway County, the latest The MurtrillFtre Department The court said, Clay, we ih was gained by the thief or thieves Temple Hill Lodge No 276 Free their last respects.
likely death resulted from some
by breaking the glass out of the and Accepted Masons will meet
Not much change in tern. figures show,those in the over-65 was called to the'D. H. Williams' you well. We know
Soviet
that
wi
is
sources
said
the
sudden failure or poisoning in
back door. Four dollars was in regular communication on
peratures Saturday througt bracket now number 3,441. Of the home at 1208 Olive Street, last hell. We are nine
men strong/a
.cosmonauts will be burl the life
stolen from the money in the Saturday, July 3. Work will be in
support systems.
Monday. Lows in the low and mid overall population they represent night at 9:15 Lightninghad run in can't he
Friday afternoon in the
wrong.
on a stove, and the firemen unThe unofficial reports of
candy machine in the waiting the E. A. degree and all Masons
60s east to user 60s and low 70i 12 4 percent
T. Smith
lin
wall
following
a
hero'
Throughout the United States plugged the appliance
%teat Highs in 80s and lower 90s
Route One, Murray, V. room, the police report said.
(Continued on Page Eight)
are welcome to attend.
funeral service in Red Square.

Grace Church
Observes 5th
Anniversary

Reds Propose Seven-Point
Peace Plan At Talks Today

Quartet Will Give
Program Saturday

Many Stores Closed
on ay; No Paper
To Be Published

Richard Christain
Speaker For New
Concord Series

Murray Woman
Dies Wednesday

Film On Drug Abuse
Will Be Shown At
Drive-In Theatre

Growth In Over-65 Age
Bracket Is Beneficial

ospel Singing And
evival Planned

57

g

Arkansas Choir To
Be At Hazel Church

The Weather

oney Stolen From
The Bus Station

Cause Of Mysterious
Deaths Of Cosmonauts
Is Still Undetermined
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Bertram S. Brown, M.D.
National Institute
of Mental Health

Overactive Children
Young children who show an
excess and kind of activity
beyond the ordinary, normal
range are known medically as
hyperkinetic or hyperactive.
These overactive children
constitute a small but significant ;ration of the usual preschool or kindergarden age
groups. No one knows for sure
how riany children can truly
be classed as hyperactive.
Estimates of prevalence of
hyperictivity have been made,
however, and range from three
percent to fifteen percent of
presclool children. Many authorities hold the opinion that
the true figure would lie closer
to three percent than fifteen
percent.
If variations and degrees of
hyperactivity could be effectively measured by a behavior
asserment system, child care
work:rs„ physicians, and medical researchers would be able

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGES•TIM 8 FILE
Deaths reported are Mrs. Joe Brandon, age 63, John McPherson,age 91, who both died on June 79, and Mrs. Estelle Jones
Richards, age 38, who died June 30.
Arguments on the County poll tax took almost two hours
yesterday at a meeting of the Calloway County Fiscal Court. The
poll tax will again be collected this year.
The Chamber of Commerce reports that a group of counterfeit
$20.00 bills are circulating in the county.
New officers of the Murray Business and Professional Women's
Qab iastallled at the meeting were Mrs. Hazel Tutt, Mrs. Louise
Bakst, Mrs. Jessie Shoemaker, Mrs. Hazel Henson Jones, and
Mrs. Betty Vinson

20 Years Ago Today

fireworks and cause injury to
themselves or others or
property damage.
The parents under such
circumstances usually are
charged with a criminal
misdemeanor and are liable for
civil damages growing out of
destruction of private or public
property.

LEDGER a TIMMS TILE

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Even so the tongue is a little member, and boasted' great
things. Behold, bow great a matter a little fire Idndleth!—James
3:5.
Think before you speak. Kind words can save a suicide. Gossip
could ruin a life.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.

Our problems with pollution from traffic are not so
bad if you can imagine what the boulevards of large
cities must have been like underhoof on stormy days
in the last century, when horses sploshed and slipped
on rain-flooded pavement and the street sweepers
couldn't sweep it up and certainly couldn't pile it
"Horse power had its drawbacks."
—in "The Mauve Decade."
professionals. TMS-RMP Area
and Region- based staff ( in
personnel,
economics,
management, sociology,
epidemiology and information
programming) are being used to
help health care providers
develop locally effective improvements in health care
NA31VILLE, Tenn.—A grant methods, to lessen overload and
for $1,747,352 (direct cost) has irnprove access.
been awarded to the Tennessee The TMS-RMP covers Middle
Mid-South Regional Medical and East Tennessee and 14
Program (TMS-TMP) by the counties in Southwest Kentucky.
Health Services and Mental Planning for the TMS-RMP
Health Administration of the began in 1966 and the first
Department of HEW. The grant operational projects were funded
award is approximately one-half in February 1968.
of the amount requested in the Regional Medical Programs,
1971 application submitted in which were authorized by
August 1970 to the Division of Congress in 1965, share with
Regional Medical Programs health groups, institutions and
Service in Washington, D. C. This programs, the broad, overall
amount covers and eleven month goals of ( 1 ) increasing
period, February 1971 through availability of health care, (2)
enhancing its quality, and (3)
December 31, 1871.
This grant will enable the TMS- moderating its cost, making the
RMP to contineu operation of its organization of services and
14 (new and continued) delivery of care more efficient.
demonstrations of improved
Finals of the Mime Universe
health care methods in heart
disease, cancer, stroke, and Beauty Pageant in Miami Beach
related diseases and efforts in will be telecaat at 10 p.m. July
continuing education of health 24 by CBS.

Grant Is
Awarded To
Med Program

•

t ADULTS

children.
Such information is now
being developed through reFRANKFORT, Ky.—State
scan h., and scientists of the
Public Safety Commissioner
National institute of Mental
Heaath have recently identified
William 0. Newman Tuesday
six tharacteristics usually asso- announced a five per cent pay
ciatrd in a child to whom teach- hike for
Kentucky state
ers apply the label, "Hyper- policemen.
active."
Included in the across-theThese are called "frenetic"
play (over-intense attention to board pay measure, which
one setting, then rapid move- became effective immediately,
ment to something else); play were all State Police radio
that forces caretakers to inter- dispatchers.
vene; nomadic or rorning play;
With this latest -increase, a
spilling and throwing; inability trooper entering on duty after
to delay gratification; and emograduation from the State Police
tional aggression.
Acadmey will get $559. a month.
The main thing, the researchUnder the old scale, he drew $530.
ers say, is that they have now
reached a point at which they
Newman said the raise, which
can begin to adequately measis expected to cost the depart-ure and assess hyperactivtiy.
ment about $370,000 during the
Their work is continuing, as next fiscal year, was
"needed to
is work supported by grants of
put State Police pay on a more
the National Institute of Mental Health in other institutions, competitive footing with that of
our neighboring states and some
to find out more about overactivity in children and how to
of Kentucky's local police
treat it.
departments as well."
This research is of especial
Gov. Louie B. Nunn, who
importance because hyperactivfrequently has gone on record as
ity overshadows other clinical
a strong supporter of the State
or health problems in preschool.
Police, termed the increase as
age children in frequency. Adequate identification and treat"necessary and well-earned.
ment programs will not only
"No one on the state payroll
be important in helping these
works longer hours under more
children at this particular early
difficult or dangerous conditions
stage in their lives, but also in
than do our troopers," he said,"
the possible prevention of emoand our currently lowered crime
tional disorders or difficulties
that might come later on if they
and traffic fatality rates are
have no early help.
evidence of the fine job they have
SOUTHERN PINE STATES done."
The twelve Southern Pine Both Nunn and Newman said
growing states are Alabama, that they hoped the increase
Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, would enhance future recruitLouisiana, Mississippi, North and ment efforts. Current State
South Carolina, Oklahoma, Police strength stands at 612.
Tennessee, Texas and Virginia. Authorized strength is 652.

Director
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'Bang' has gone out,
say fireworks makers
By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service
As another Independence
Day moves toward us,
fireworks manufacturers claim
the bang is going out of their
profits.
You'll still hear plenty of
staccato explosions and see the
night skies light up on a Fourth
of July marking the nation's
195th birthday anniversary.
Nevertheless,
the
pyrotechnicians complain that
business isn't booming as it
once did. Their July Fourth
anthem seems to be that rising
imports, inflation and a labor
shortage have begun to hurt in
the last few years, along with
more stringent local and state
laws prohibiting or limiting the
sale and use of day and night
fireworks.
The federal Food and Drug
Administration also has a hand
in controlling fireworks. It
issues a list of fireworks the
agency's investigators believe
could be hazardous, especially
in the hands of children. But its
enforcement is sketchy, for
there aren't enough FDA officers around the country to
keep tabs on the variety of
noisemakers and visual-effect
fireworks that youngsters
come by one way or another.
"Our business just isn't
growing," complains an official of New Jersey Fireworks
Manufacturing Co., one of the
country's largest producers.
Jack Duffield of Chicago's
Fireworks,
'Meerle-Duffield
Inc., has said if he could find a
buyer for his $3.2 million
operation he'd sell out fast. His
company stages fireworks
displays at more than 170 state
and county fairs each year.

Imports probably are cutting
more deeply into U. S.
fireworks industry profits than
any single factor. In the past
five years fireworks imports
doubled to more than $5 million
— about a third of America's
wholesale consumption of
bang-bang and visual devices.
The big fireworks companies
aren't impressed by the continuing loud noises emanating
from July Fourth year after
.
year. That, explains an industry spokesman, is becausqt
all those staccato bangs me
little in profits to the large
manufacturers. They produce
mostly the fireworks with a
visual effect for nighttime
displays.
"Much of the racket is made
by illegal fireworks train small
fly-by-night outfits," the
spokesman points out.
The FDA isn't sure this is the
case. It monitors the industry
under federal law and thinks
that many explosive fireworks
ostensibly manufactured
legally to scare birds away
from crops often wind up in the
hands of
July
Fourth
celebratants.
Despite the reported drop in
sales, more than 10,000 persons, mostly children, were
injured in fireworks mishaps
during the Fourth of July
weekend last year,the National
Fire Protection Association
reports.
This is about the same
casualty toll reported in 1969
for a three-day period.
This year, July Fourth falls
on a Sunday. Fire protection
officials in big cities predict the
fireworks will start Friday
night and keep popping until
late Monday evening, since

Monday will be a national
holiday.
Charles S. Morgan, NFPA
general
manager,
says
fireworks activity last year
was at about the level of 1969
nationally. He sees no reason
for much change this year.
Police in large cities,
however,say they will be on the
lookout for the misuse of
fireworks by dissident groups
to punctuate their anticipated
Independence Day anti-war or
other protest demonstrations.
Last year Massachusetts,
Mississippi, California and
Colorado reported sharp rises
in fireworks accidents, some of
which caused serious personal
injuries.
Morgan says a survey
showed most injuries appeared
to have resulted from the weaned "safe and sane
fireworks
small
ecrackers, sparklers, smoke
mbs, fountains and similar
vices. Many of these are
rt-fused and ignite quickly,
y can mangle or burn if the
is slow to toss them away
move out of range, Morgan
arris.
The FDA,however, has ruled
at many of these devices are
t hazardous enough to keep
t of the hands of children,
ovided they are not banned
state or local ordinances.
Fire protection officials in
American communities
ue special permits for
triotic fireworks displays
en in cities or towns where
vate fireworks displays are
ibited.
owever, they warn, in most
ces state and local ornces hold parents legally
oonsible if their children use

State Police
Get Pay Raise

to d..) a better jub of finding,
studying, and treating these
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Rue Overbey, office manager of the Murray Manufacturing
Company, was installed as president of the Murray Lions Club at
the regular meeting.
Twelve games with Ohio Valley Conference teams are on tap in
1951-52 for Coach Harlan Hodges Murray State hardwood
Thoroughbreds.
Mrs. Margaret Houston opened her new beauty shop,
"Margaret's Beauty Shop",located upstairs next to the Ledger &
Times on June 30.
Mrs. George West and daughter, Betty, will leave this weekend
for Lansing, Mich., to make their home. They have been residing
on Olive Blvd., Murray.
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HARMLESS PYROTECHN1Cff—"Sunbursts in the night," like these
over a California beach last July Fourth, don't give parents, hospitals•
to worry about as the so-called "safe and sane" fireworks-the small f
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By NEIL HERS
UPI Sports
Nolan Ryan hat
amazing discovery e
wonders for the Nes
in their bid for t
League Eastern Div
Ryan, a 24-year
throwing right-hand
covered the strike
has posted back-tories. The latest of t
came Wednesday ni
stopped the
divi
Pittsburgh Pirates
Ryan, who has
strikeout an innin
tempered that by
walk an inning, has
one base on balls in
last two outings. He
10 against Montreal
and whiffed nine
seven innings Wedra
The intense he
plished what the Pi
to do—send Rya
showers early. Ryt
the 90-degree heat
innings and needed
from Danny Fris
running out a triple
combined for a seve
Ryan's favorite v
nesday night was Wi
—the major league
home runs and
fanned the Pirate sli
times en route to
victory of the seas
In other Nation
aetion Chicago de
Angeles 10-5, PI
tripped Pittsburgh
edged Montreal 6-;
Diego nipped Frei
Houston and St. Lou]
scheduled.
In American Leal
Cleveland and Bahia
doubleheader with t
taking the opener 5Orioles grabbing the
4-3. Chicago swept a
the Milwaukee Brewt
8-3, Washington et
York
2-1, Boston
Detroit 6-4, Minnesot
Oakland 10-4 and
shaded Kansas City
Ed Kranepool ti
strong pitching
hornet' of -the Season
Rlass in the second
Three-run homers
Pepitone and Paul
plus a solo homer

Mays Ta
All-Star
Vote Lea

{Hitt

• •

Tbt* WATERMELONMAN

Mets
Pirate

NEW YORK (U
Mays is still No. 1, e
40.
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United Artlids

Mays, the San
Giants' record-ahatt
fielder, today be
leading vote-getter i
of fgns for the Natio
All Star squad.
second leading home
in baseball history b
Ruth, moved past
Johnny Bench into
slot.
Mays polled 540
while Bench, who stil
catchers by a bette
ratio, received 527,9
Henry Aaron of A
Willie Stargell of
joined Mays as
runners. for the thr
positions with Lou B
Louis more than
behind Stargell.
Willie McCovey of
led the balloting at
holding a 71,000-vote
Atlanta's Orlando 0
Covey, troubled wi
ailment, may not I
play, however, and
ment would be niur
league president. TI
in the voting v
automatically take
should McCovey be
play.
Glenn Beckert
held almost a 100,00
over St. Louis' Julia
second base while .1
tlie Cardinals was
of Chicago's Ron
race for third base.
The tightest ract
shortstop where Bud
the New York Met!
Kessinver of the Cu
votes.

......

Children's Movie Sat. 1 til 3-"BIRDS DO IT"
Soupy Sales
***

Manny Sanguine
tsburgh was a dist
behind Bench in ti
voting with New Y
Grote trailing Sat
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Mets Stop Division-Leading
Pirates 4-0; Cubs Blast LA
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SPORTS

McLain Throws Senators To
2-1 Victory Over Yankees

Canadien
Open Gets Local Men
Undervitay Place At
Bardwell

Pairings Announced For
Ladies Inter City Meet

due to tee off at 1:40 p.m. to be
By NEIL HERSHBERG
By JOE CARNICELLI
Earl Williams added
Williams powered the Cubs and
followed about 24 minutes later
UPI Sports Writer
UPI Sports Writer
another
homer
to
help
the
over the Dodgers.
by Arnold Palmer.
Nolan Ryan has made an
While American League ownPepitone's homer, his 11th, Braves defeat the Expos.
amazing discovery and it's done capped
ers pondered his club's movea four-run sixth inning Lum's homer in the eighth
wonders for the New York Mets for the Cubs
ment from Washington, Denny
opened
inning
up
what
been
had
and gave them a
in their bid for the National
McLain finally did a little'
a close game as the Braves)
5-3 lead.
League Eastern Division title.
moving of his own.
went ahead 5-3. Lum singled in
Ryan, a 24-year old hardWillie Montanez biased a a run in the first inning after
McLain, who won 31 games
Orr,
Jones,
Inus
Betty
and
The two-day Inter-city Ladies
throwing right-hander, has dis- three-run homer to rally the Henry Arron drove in the
for Detroit in 1968 but who has
Hinton.
Golf
Tournament
will
be
held
this
covered the strike zone as he Phillies over the Reds. Monta- Braves first run with a double.
been in trouble on and off the
year on July 6 and 7, beginning at 9:25 - Mabel Rogers, Mary
MONTREAL (UPI)-A field
has posted back-to-back victo- nez homered after Tim McCarfield ever since, broke a nineSmith,
Alice
Billington,
Peggy
9:00 a.m. on the Oaks Country
ries. The latest of the triumphs ver greeted reliever Joe Gibbon Nate Colbert's 17th homer in of 21 Canadians and. 128
game personal losing streak
Club course on Tuesday morning. and Jean Beshear.
came Wednesday night when he with a single and Deron the sixth inning with Larry Americans pros tee off today at
Thursday night as he pitched
9:30
Cathryn
Garrott,
Anna
The
second
day of the tourstopped the
the Senators to a 2-1 victory
division-leading Johnson singled to score Larry Stahl aboard accounted for all the Richelieu Valley golf course
Adams,
Mary
Rose,
Doris
and
nament will be played on the
the Padres' runs. Steve Arlin in search of the $30,000 first
Pittsburgh Pirates 4-0.
over the New York Yankees.
Bowa.
Two local men were trophy Calloway County Club course. Norma Frank.
limited the Giants to only five place pay-off in the $150,000
Ryan, who has averaged a
McLain allowed only six hits9:35 - Nell Tackett, Berlme
Mike Lurn drove in two runs hits, including Ken Henderson's Canadian Open golf champion- winners at the Bardwell Lions Eighteen holes will be played
strikeout an inning but has
one
a homer to Roy White-in
Club
Horse
Show
held
Saturday,
Brewer,
Garrison,
Edith
and
with a home run and a single eighth homer.
each day.
ship.
tempered that by giving up a
outdueling New York's Mel
June 27, at Bardwell.
Frances Miller.
following
The
pairings
have
A
last
was
minute
scratch
walk an inning, has issued only
Stottlemyre and posting his
Inuny Schroader won fourth been announced
by the tour- 9:40 - Sue Outland, Della
veteran Ken Venturi, who may
one base on balls in each of his
fifth victory against 14 losses.
place in the Senior Barrel Race nament committee:
Boggess,
Elizabeth
Slusmeyer,
be through on the professional
Last two outings. He struck out
Larry Bittner's single with two,
and Keys McCuiston won fifth
9:00- Bobby Buchanm, Laura and Urbena Koenen.
circuit because of a recurring
10 against Montreal last week
out in the ninth inning cappeck
place in the same event. l'here Parker, Evelyn Jones, and
9:45
Ransom,
Jackie
Betty
hand problem.
and whiffed nine Pirates in
were 15 entries in the Senior Veneta Sexton.
Stewart, Irene Chitwood, and la two-run rally that saved
The first golfers went off at 8
By United Press International
seven innings Wednesday night.
McLain from another defeat:
Barrel Race.
9:05 - Betty Jo Purdom, Betty Euldene Robinson.
a.m. (EDT) and the final
Leading Batters
The intense heat accomMcC'uiston and his partner, Lowry, Carol Hibbard, and Judy 9:50 - Annie Knight, Donna Stottlemyre had allowed only
threesome scheduled for today
NationaI League
plished what the Pirates failed WIMBLEDON, Englana
Gar) Thomas of Mayfield, took Latimer.
Keller, Beverly Spann, and two hits-both by Biittner-until
G AB R H Pet. were to go on the course at 2:08
to do-send Ryan to the (UPI)-A men's final between
the ninth when Lenny Handle
first place in the Senior Rescue
Marilyn
Adkins.
9:10 - Saundra Edwards, Grace
78 303 48 113 .373 p.m.
showers early. Ryan tired in an Australian wand an Ameri- Torre, St.L
Race.They also won fifth place in James, Sue Morris, and Jerelene 9:55 - Maxa Read, Molly Jones, doubled with one out and took
Gary
Player
tuned up on the
77 308 52 113 .367
the 90-degree heat after seven can is assured at Wimbledon. Davis, LA
the event, over the 12 teams in Sullivan.
Nancy Haverstock, and Euvanell third one out later on Frank
73 293 47 102 .348 course earlier in the week and
innings and needed relief help Today will determine who Bckrt, Chi
Howard's infield hit. Bernie
competition.
9:15 - Margaret Shuffett, Alice Mitchell.
75 306 56 105 .343 complained about too mutt
from Danny Frisella after plays in the title match on Brock, St.L
McCuiston also won second Purdom, Murrelle Walker, and Luncheon will not be served Allen's single scored Randle
sand
in
Ppitn,
the
traps.
58
Chi
218 30 72 .330
"If you get
running out a triple as the two Saturday.
the tying
run
and
place in the Spoon and Egg Race. Janice Stubblefield.
wither day and all players are with
79 327 56 106 .324 trouble in the bunkers, you're
The semifinal probably is the Garr, Atl
combined for a seven-hitter.
Biittner's third hit brought
urged
bring
to
a
sack
lunch.
Essie
9:20Caldwell,
Virginia
going
to
Clmnte,
have
67
a
Pitt
264
big
.322
problem
41
115
no
Ryan's favorite victim Wed- most important of all chamhome the winning run.
69 269 30 86 .320 matter how good a golfer you HOOPMEN TELECAST
nesday night was Willie Stargell pionship rounds. To lose when Snglln, Pitt
Elsewhere in the AL, MinneMilwaukee
31
42
.425
17
/
1
2
67 247 38 79 .320 are," he said.
-the major league leader in one match short of the final is May, Cin
sota bombed Oakland 10-4,
Chicago
30
42
.417
18
An official from the Royal NEW YORK (UPI)-College
Cash, Pitt
64 262 48 83 .317
home runs and RBIs. He heartbreaking.
Baltimore beat Cleveland 4-3
Wednesday's Results
Canadian Golf Association, or- basketball will be brought to
American League
fanned the Pirate slugger three Bidding for final places at the
after losing the doubleheader
Cleve 5 Balt 4, 1st twi
television
ganizers
on
of the yearly tourprime time and,on
G. AB R H Pct.
times en route to his eighth 85th renewal of the world's
opener 5-4, Boston downed
Balt 4 Cleve 3, hid night
premier tennis tournament will Oliva, Minn 68 269 51 101 .375 nament, said, "we took wheel- Sunday next season, it was By United Press International Chi 8 Milw 5, 1st twi
victory of the season.
Detroit 6-4, California edged
In other National League be Stan Smith of Pasadena, Murcer, NY 74 261 44 89 .341 barrows of the stuff off the announced WedneMay by ComKansas City 4-3 and Chicago
Chi 8 Milw 3, 2nd night
National
League
prehensive
Kaline,
course
Sports
Det
last
month when Player
64 208 40 68 .327
Planning.
action Chicago downed Los Calif., versus Tom Gorman of
swept Milwaukee 8-5 and 8-3.
Wash
2
New
York
1,
night
59 226 59 72.319 tired it out for promotional Inc., and Showcorporation, coArigeles 10-5, Philadelphia Seattle, Wash., in one match, Bfrd, Balt
In National League action,
EaVi
s.
t L. Pct. GB Boston 6 Det 4, night
71 265 37 84.317 purposes and that's all we're prancers of the shay. The
tripped Pittsburgh 7-4, Atlanta while the other sees a clash Rojaa, KC
New York shut out Pittsburgh
PittSgurgh
49 29 .628 ... California 4 KC 3, night
games';'
going
to
Otis,
do."
which
KC
69
begin
274
44
84.307
22,
'Dec.
edged Montreal 6-5, and San between Australians John New1-0, Chicago ripped Los Angeles
45 29 .608 2 Minn 10 Oakld 4, night
Most observers feel current will feature several of the New York
FRbsn, Blt
61 218 38 67 1307
Diego nipped Francisco 2-1. combe and Ken Rosewall.
10-5 Philadelphia stopped CinToday's
Probable
Chicago
39
36
Pitchers
.520
81
/
2
Ftchrdt, Chi 61 231 25 70 .303 U.S. Open champ Lee Trevino nation's top-ranked teams, inHouston and St. Louis were not The choice is fourth-seeded
Kansas City (Drago 7-4) at 2- innati 7-4, Atlanta nipped
St. Louis
40 38 .513 9
Smith to meet second seed and Stanley, Det 64 203 21 61 .300 has the best chance of coming cluding UCLA, Marquette and Philadelphia
scheduled.
California (Messersmith 7-7), Montreal 6-5 and San Dieto
.408
31
45
lq
Jacksonville.
White,
away
NY
the
winner. Trevino is
64 227 36 67 .295
?Aged San Francisco 2-1 in the
In American League action defending champion Newcombe
Montreal
29 45 .392 18 night.
Home Rims
ally scheduled games.
Cleveland and Baltimore split a for the $9,000 top prize. The
Chicago
(Horlen
West
2-5)
at
National League Stargell, Pitt
Rich Reese drove in four runsA
doubleheader with the Indians losers will have to settle for
Milwaukee (Pattin 7-7), night.
W.
L.
Pct.
GB
28;
Atl
Aaron,
22;
May,
Cin 21;
and Rod Carew batted in three
taking the opener 54, and the $1,800 dollars and a bronze
Boston
Francisco
San
(Siebert
50
29
.633
11-4)
...
at
Bench, Cin 18; Colbert, SD and
as Minnesota beat the Athletics
Orioles grabbing the nightcap, medal.
Los Angeles
43 35 .551 61
/
2 Detroit (Kilkenny 1-4), night.
Defending champion Marga- Bonds, SF 17.
4-3. Chicago swept a pair from
Houston
37 39 .487 111
/
2 New Vs:Irk (Kekich 1-3) at for the second straight night.
American
League:
Melton,
the Milwaukee Brewers 8-5 and ret Court and her double
Atlanta
38..45...481.14 Washington (Janeski 1-5), night. Jim Perry staggered through
Chi and Oliva. Minn 18; Cash,
8-3, Washington edged New partner, Evonne Goolagong,
Cincinnati
36
44 .450 141
/
2 Baltimore (Palmer 10-4) at seven innings to pick up his
Det 17; ackson, Oak 16; Smith,
York
2-1, Boston
San Diego
28 51 .354 22 Cleveland (McDowell 8-7), 12th victory.
downed meanwhile, set up the first ever Bos 15.
Detroit 6-4, Minnesota whipped all-Australian women's final.
night.
Wednesday's Results
Reese had a two-run homer
Runs Batted In
Mrs. Court turned back 33Oakland 10-4 and California
Friday's Games
Chicago
10
Los
Ang
d a sacrifice fly along with
5
National
League:
Stargell,
year-old
compatriot
Judy Dalshaded Kansas City 2-1.
Oakland at Cal, night
New York 4 Pitt 0, night
mg credited with an RBI on
79;
Pitt
Aaron,
Atl
61;
Santo,
Ed Kranepool hacked the ton, 4-6, 6-1, 6-0 Wednesday
Chicago at KC, night
Phila 7 Cinci 4, night
error while Carew smashed
CLUB
COUNTRY
Chi
Torre,
59;
St.L
56,
May,
Aro.% pitching with Ijis,oeyautili while Miss Goolagong, 19,
Atlanta
Minn
at
6
Milw,
MU
5,
night
hits. Mike Epstein and
hree
night
C4ikauct
Montanez. Phil 50.
vierwor IIIMII*
homer of the season. off Steve..;beeted
San Diego 2 SF 1, night
Balti at Detroit, night
Blefary had homers for
American League: Killebrew,
1A9(t:
King
Jean
of
Search,
Long
Rlass in the second inning.
Today's Probable Pitchers
Wash at Cleve, night
A's.
Minn 55; Powell, Balt 51; Oliva,
SKIRT5
Three-run homers by Joe Calif., in straight sets, 6-4, 6-4. Minn 49; F.
Pittsburgh (Ellis 7-4) at New New York at Bos, night
Jackson won his own
Grant
Robinson,
Balt,
Mrs.
Court
is
favored
to
beat
Pepitone and Paul Popovich
York ( Koosman 4-5).
game with his first American
ALLOWED
Melton, Chi and Bando, Oak 48.
plus a solo homer by Billy Miss Goolagong for the $4,320
St. Louis (Santorini 0-4) at
League hit-a home run-as the
Pitching
KISON RECALLED
top prize on Friday.
San Francisco (Bryant 7-3).
National League: Ellis, Pitt
PITTSBURGH ( UPI(-Bruce Oriooes bounced back in the
Atlanta (Reed 74) at Mon6,000 votes.
12-3; Carlton, St. L 11-4;
Kison, a rithanded pitcher with second game to beat Cleveland.
treal (Strolunayer 1-1).
Pitchers for the game, which Jenkins, Chi 11-7; Seaver, NY
1 10-1 record at Charleston, W. Jackson homered i the eighth
Cincinnati (McGlothlin 3-5) at
will be played Tuesday night, 10-3; Dierker, Hou 10-4; MaVa., in the International snap a 3-3 tie.
Philadelphia (Bunning 5-9),
Roy Foster's sacrifice fly
July 13 at Detroit's Tiger richal, SF 10-5.
League, has been recalled by
ed-00
night.
Stadium, will be selected by
American League: Blue, Oak
the
Pittsburgh
Pirates to with the bases loaded in the
Los Angeles (Sutton 7-6) at
Manager Sparky Anderson of 16-3; McNally, Bait 12-4; Perry,
replace Bob Moose on the ninth inning gave the Indians
San Diego (Phoebus 3-7), night. roster
the Cincinnati Reds. Anderson Minn 12-6; Cuellar, Balt 11-1;
for two weeks. Moose the triumph in the opener.
Friday's Games
Carl Yastrzemski's three-run
also will select the reserves on Siebert, Bos 11-4; Lolich, Det
begins two weeks of military
Pittsburgh at Chicago
homer in the sixth inning
the 28-man squad.
and Hunter, Oak 114.
duty this weekend.
Phila at Mtl, 2, twi-night
mapped a 2-2 tie and sent the
anywhere from 50 cents each
NEW YORK (UPI)-WWie
Atlanta at N.Y., night
Red
Sox past Detroit. Yas(for
secondhand
balls) to $1.35 Cincinnati
NAMES SIGNS
Mays is still No. 1, even at age
at Hous, night
trzemski homered off Joe
apiece. The price is dictated
WACO,
(
UPI
Tex.
)-Lewis
40.
Dolman following a walk to
mostly by the brand and the Los Mg at San Diego, night
Hayes, who batted .433 for Paul
Luis Aparicio and Reggie
types within each brand. A St. Louis at S.F., night'
Quinn College this past season,
Mays, the San Francisco
Smith's double.
high-compression ball, ,often
American League
Wednesday signed a profession
Giants' record-shattering outplainly marked, presumably
East
al contract with the Montreal George Scott had
fielder,- today became the
will add distance to the shot.
a two-run
W. L. Pet. GB Expos. Hayes will report
homer for Boston and Bill
leading vote-getter in balloting
But the pros will tell you a good Baltimore
47 28 .627 ... Immediately to the Expos' farm
Freehan had one for the Tigers.
golf swing will add more to Boston
of Bins for the National League
43 36 .581 3k-2 club-at Watertown, S.D.
BWy Cowan's two-out single
your distance than the com- Detroit
All Star squad. Mays, the
42 34 .553 5I-2
in the ninth brought home
pression of the ball you hit.
second leading home rim hitter
35 41 .461 12,1
Cleveland
As for greens fees, on most
away from such pitfalls as a grips, shafts and heads, riOt
Sandy Alonuir with an unBy FRANK MACOMBER
in baseball history behind Babe
New York
35 42 .455 13
loop in the backswing or a grip down to the kind of wood )(- courses they are $2.50 to $3.50
earned
Copley News Service
Ruth, moved past Cincinnati's
YANKEES
run that gave the
RECALL
Washington
27 47 .365 19/
1
2
that spells either a hook or a synthetics used in the head )1 for 18 holes on weekdays and $5
Johnny Bench into the No. 1
NEW YORK (UPI)-The New Angels their
victory over
West
So you want to start playing slice, or both."
the driver and lesser-distane to $7 on weekends. Many public
York Yankees Wednesday re- Kansas City. Alomar reached
slot.
W.
L.
Pxt.
GB
and municipal courses pare
Lessons can cost you woods.
golf. Don't jump into it. Golf
called infielder Len Boehmer first on pitcher Ted AberOakland
50 26 .658
Mays polled 540,390 votes dates back centuries to the anywhere from $2 to $'7.50 an
Clubs indorsed by the to- those down and offer monthly
from their Syracuse farm club. nathy's error, stole second and
Kansas
City
38
.52810
34
rates
hour,
depending on the pro, his name pros, like Jack Nicklaui,
that cut fees sharply for
while Bench, who still leads the clays when the Scots used long
took third on the catcher's
38 39 .494 12/
1
2 Boeluner was hitting .303 in 63
catchers by a better than 5-1 sticks to hit around old sheep reputation as a teacher and Arnold Palmer or Billy Caspr, those who play two or three Minnesota
throwing error before Cowan's
games
for
Syracuse.
California
35 45 .438 17
cost more. Usually, but nit times a week.
and cow skulls in the courtyard where he teaches.
ratio, received 527,952.
decisive hit.
So much for the lessons.
always,
the
so-callel
Henry Aaron of Atlanta and or the oat field.
"signature"
For the beginner, golf can be
clubs are bette
Willie Stargell of Pittsburgh
If you do reasonably well
joined Mays as the front- a reasonably inexpensive with borrowed or rented clubs, made and more accuratei,
runners. for the three outfield pastime or a costly one, it's time to buy some of your weighted and designed to sut
positions with Lou Brock of St. depending on how you ap- own. You can spend only a few the golfer. Length of shaft an
Louis more than 60,000 votes proach it.
dollars a club if you go to a clubhead weight are importan.
If you have passed your teens
Golf shoes would seem to h
behind Stargell.
golfer's exchange. In most
Fantastic values for the entire family
and are ready to tee off, don't
of
small consideration, but thy
cities the exchanges sell
Willie McCovey of the Giants
It's July Clearance time again Time to
make the mistake of thinking secondhand
are
you
not.
walk
If
18
holes
hit the mark and save
dubs and other
led the balloting at first base, golf is a game
anywhere from 3% to five mils
money on brand names shoes for the
for the elderly golf equipment
entire family. Stock up on
for about 15 a
holding a 71,000-vote edge over set and therefore needs
or more, according to ho
- fashionable styles for women . .
little club and bags
for $3 to $10 or
rugged children's shoes and
Atlanta's Orlando Cepecla. Mc- preparation.
straight you hit the hall- yor
Go
to
a
handsome looks for men. And they come in
the colors you want
Covey, troubled with a knee professional, one with a $15, hinging on whether they're
most and the sizes that fit you best.
shoes can make the day
canvas, leather or plastic.
So take advantage of this
ailment, may not be able to Professional
Golfers
pleasant
outing
or
great
send
ya
event and save on the shoes you want,
At discount outlets or
play, however, and a replace- Association rating preferably,
now. Come in today
hobbling back to the clubhoir
while our selection is still complete
ment would be named by the and take from three to five national chain department before you have finished tl•
stores,
new
clubs
go
for
$35
to
league president. The runnerup lessons, depending on what the
$75 a set, and bags are in about round.
in the voting would not pro recommends after he has
Some golfers punch spilt;
the same price range as those
automatically take his place watched you hit a few shots
at the exchanges. Some big into an old pair of shoes th.'
should McCovey be . unable to from the practice tee.
stores toss in the bag with the have found to be comfortab.
Otherwise the average
play.
set. In the last 10 years golf has Most, however, buy rood•
Glenn Beckert of Chicago beginner will start out with become such a popular per made golf shoes. They range I
held almost a 100,000-vote edge "built-in" flaws in his or her ticipating sport that mass price anywhere from $15 to $1)
For Women
For Children
over St. Louis' Julian Javier at swing arid likely never will be selling has driven down the if you've a mind to acque
For Men
second base while Joe Torre of able to get rid of them latei
price of a reasonably good set them. Pro shops sell shoes fNATURALIZERS
ROBLEE
PEDWIN
appears
"Golf
to
be
an
untlie Cardinals was well in front
LIFE STRIDE
of clubs and the equipment to considerably less than t!
DR. SCHOLL'S
alligators but usually me
of Chicago's Ron Santo in the complicated game," says go with them.
BUSTER BROWN
MISS AMERICA
DEXTER
Charlie Risen, a veteran pro
A visit to the pro shop at most than the prices at regular. sir
race for third base.
ROBIN HOOD
GRASSHOPPER
instructor
and
Rancho
las
at
de
stores.
public courses or private
The tightest race rivals at
FLIPS
KEDS
Penasquitos, Calif. "It only
Once you buy a pair of gi
country clubs - especially the
shortstop where Bud Harrelson of
SANDALS
seems that way when you latter
- can put a crimp in a shoes, take care of them. 'TT,
the New York Mets leads Don watch the professionals on
MATCHING
weekly paycheck if you buy a require more attention th)
Kessinver of the Cubs by 65,000 television.
Were $7 to $16
BAGS
complete golfing -outfit. For elieryday shoes, especially
votes.
NOW! $4.99 to $11.50
"Actually, the golf swing is a
into
ball
your
roi
hit
you
example, the clubs will cast you
mathematical equation. Let
strewn barrancas, mudholi.
Manny Sanguillen of Pit- part of it get out of line and the an average of $10 to $15 each for
irons
and
up
to
$30
or more etc.
Were $7 to $24
tsburgh was a distant second whole thing can become a
Now, presumably, you ha
Were $14 to $38
NOW! 84.99 to $16.99
behind Bench in the catcher's disaster. However, a few apiece for wood clubs The all the equipment you need
eventual
price
governed
NOW!
tag
is
$10.50 to $20.99
voting with New York's Jerry lesson in the fundamentals
t) the brand. your choice of play, except, for a few
Grote trailing Sanguillen by will help tie beginner to stay
balls Again, you can p
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Dye-Colson Vows Read
Thursday, July I
The Baptist Young Women of
the Memorial Baptist Church will
meet at the home of Mrs. Joe Pat
Futrell at 7:30 p.m.
The Baptist Women of the Elm
;rove Baptist Church will have a
xittage prayer meeting at 9:30
i.m. at the home of Mrs. Charles
3urkeen.

Wife's selling job's
got him shopping

Women of the Moose will hold
enrollment at the regular
meeting at eight p.m. at the
Moose Lodge. New officiers installed in June will start their
duties at this meeting and are
asked to wear formals.

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I am a man, 64 years old. I retired two
years ago and I am very lonely. You see, my wife, who is 0.
took a job selling in a retail store some years back because
she wanted to do something more exciting than just
housework. Her selling job paid poorly, but she newer .011
because she says she enjoys selling. Her boss is about 511, and
she eats up his flattery. She enjoys the attention of any man
who is younger than I am.
I had hoped that after my retirement my wife and I
could travel and live out our golden years in pleasure and
relaxation, but she refuses to quit her job. She has no
appreciation for the security I have worked all my life to
provide for her.
Should I dissolve our marriage now and try to fmd some
Lady who would be happy to give up her job to travel and
enjoy retirement with me?
LONELY IN K. C.
DEAR LONELY: Perhaps if you put it to year wVe jut
that way, your problem would be salved. She's a foolish
woman to spend her days "selling" while you are frce to
spend your days "shopping."
DEAR ABBY: My husband is of Italian descent and be
has a friend who is also Italian. His name is Dino. When
Pino
comes over, which is quite often lately, the two of them freet
each other with a warm embrace, and they kiss like a man
would kiss a woman. My husband tells me that this is an old
Italian custom as the Italians are very affectionate
people. I
am not Italian, but I have known a lot of Italians and I
have
never seen this done by two men
My husband and I are both middle-age and have been
married less than two years, and he shows more enthusiasm
when he kisses Dino than when he kisses me. Should
I
worry?
RHODE ISLAND READER
DEAR READER: Affectissate mes of ail nationalities
will sometimes greet each other with a firm embrace.
But
kissing "like a man would kiss a woman" is something
else.
Worrying won't help. Ask yaw husband to state his
preference.

Miss Dortha Sue Jackson Becomes Bride
Of Larry Andrew Stubblefield In Lovely
Ceremony At The Flint Baptist Church

Sgt and Mrs. Hugh R. Colson

Friday, July 2
The Baptist Women and
3rotherhood of the Elm Grove
3aptist Church will have a cotage prayer meeting at the home
it Mr. and Mrs. Albert Crider at
light p.m. The Brotherhood will
)e in charge of the meeting.

The Murray-Calloway County
Elizabeth couple entertained the wedding Senior Citizens Club will have a
Miss Dorothy
Dotty) Dye of Trenton, New party with a reception at their potluck luncheon at the social
Jersey, became the bride of Sgt. apartment in nearby Bor. hall of the First United Methodist
Hugh R. Colson, formerly of cientown, N. H.
Church at noon. Dr. H. C. Chiles
Murray and presently of Mrs. Colson is a 1968 graduate will be the guest speaker.
McGuire Air Force Base, New of Hamilton High West and is
The Murray-Calloway County
Jersey, on Friday, June 4, at one employed with the New Jersey
Board of Realtors will meet at the
o'clock in the afternoon.
Bell Telephone Company.
Holiday Inn at 11:45 a.m.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
Mr. Colson is a 1967 graduate of
and Mrs. Wilbur Dye of Route
Two, Yardville Branch, Trenton, Murray High School, attended The annual Boatwright reunion
N.J. Sgt. Colson is the son of Mrs. Murray State University, and will be held at the Community
Jean Colson Humphreys and D. was employed at Holcomb Center on Ellis Drive at noon.
T. Humphreys of Murray, and Chevrolet before his enlistment
Mr. J. B. Colson of Pasaciina, in the Air Force in April 1969. He
Saturday, July 3
is a aircraft loadrnaster and was
Texas.
The Murray High School Class
The ,impressive but simple promoted to the rank of sergeant of 191 will have its 20th y
double ring ceremony was on September 1, 1970.
reunion banquet at the Ho
y
performed before the immediate
After a short wedding trip to Inn at 6:30 p.m. Other kicial
families of the bridal couple at Kentucky and surrounding points functions include gatherings at
the McGuire AFB Chapel with of interest, Sgt. and Mrs. Colson the homes of Mrs. Gene Landoll
Chaplain Ackley, a personal are now at home in their Bor. and Robert Ray Buckingham.
friend of the groom, officiating. dentown Apartment.
Given in marriage by her
A seven course dinner was
father, the bride was lovely in a hosted by Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur A Gospel Singing will be held at
street length white lace dress and Dye on Thursday, June 3, at the the Gospel Singing Drive In, six
carried a bouquet of yellow and Town and Country Dinner. This miles east of Hardin on Highway
80. No admission charge.
white roses.
event was attended by the bridal
couple, their attendants, Miss
Reception
Sunday, July 4
Immediately following the Susan Dye, Mr. and Mrs. D. T.
ceremony, the newly married Humphreys, and the hosts.
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Robinson will

tatioetak\
Michael Free of Murray was
Lourdes
dismissed
from
Hospital, Paducah.
Mrs. Meda Ellen Jackson of
Murray has been dismissed from
the Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Ftaye of
Mayfield Route One and two
granddaughters,Phyllis and Kim
Tibbs of Murray, have returned
home after spending a few days
in the Great Smoky Mountains
National Park.
(Love Studio Photo)

Mr. and Mrs. Larry Andrew Stubblefield

The marriage of Miss Dortha
Sue Jackson and Larry Andrew
Stubblefield was solemnized on
Saturday, June 12, at the Flint
Missionary Baptist Church.
Rev. Willie Johnson, minister
of the church and father of the
bride, officiated at the double
ring ceremony. The bride is the
daughter of Rev. and Mrs.
Johnson of Murray Route Two,
DEAR ABBY. A young woman fve been dating
and the groom is the son of Mr.
for
several months has just informed me that nothing is going
and Mrs. Loudon Stubblefield, 905
to
come of our little romance. That doesn't bother me
Main Street, Murray.
nearly as
much as her reason. She said—now get this, "You
The ceremony was read as the
are too
nice a guy."
celebrate their golden wedding bridal couple stood beneath the
Abby, why is it that today's women want a man
anniversary with an open house white wrought arch entwined
who
• treats them rough? Must a man slap a
at their home, 224 E. Gibbs, with greenery and centered with
woman around to
•
prove that he is a man? I certainly hope not because I
UnionCity, 1.711/3., from two to a large white wedding bell and
never
Mr. and Mrs.Michael Overcast R
Uni
ve ri
p.m
could mistreat a woman, and I doubt if I will ever
bow. On each side of the arch
change.
)f Farmington Route One are the
Plume don't get the idea that I am some poor slob who
were altar vases filled with white
parents of a baby girl, Lori Lee,
The Senior Art Show of Donald gladioli and yellow daisies.
has trouble getting dates because I'm not.
weighing
seven
Crawford
pounds
F.
E.
Mrs.
12,
opened
s Roberson of Murray will
Who said, "Nice guys finish last"? He sure knew what
Preceding the ceremony, Mrs.
open in
he her home for the meeting of the ounces, born on Saturday, Jun the Kappi
room
'of 01;i:um Bobbie Garrison, organist,
Pt
was talking about.
TOO NICE
Faith Doran Circle of the 26, at 6:12 a.m. at the Murray Arts Building, MSU, and
„presented a program of nuptial
Women's Society of Christian Calloway County Hospital.
DEAR TOO: Les Dnescher said it. Bid don't
continue through July 9. music.
you believe Service of the First United
They have another daughter, Hours are
k. Mop is far tress 'Mobbed" binsaelif, so hew
Sunday two to five
Bride's Dms
would be
Methodist Church held on Lisa Gayle,age three. The father p.m.
bow?)
and Monday through
The bride, given in marriage
Tuesday. June 22, at two o'clock is employed by the General Tin Friday
ten a.m, to six p.m.
by her brother, David Jackson
and Rubber Company, Mayfield.
the afternoon.
was lovely in her wedding gown
DEAR ABBY: They have something new now. Instead of in
Mcaday, July 5
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
The guest speaker was Miss
of white crepe which she
throwing rice at newlyweds as they leave the church, they
Roberta Whitnah who presented John L. Overcast of Huntsville, The Lottie Moon Group of the
throw tiny tissue paper hearts. These "hearts" come
in a the program on the topic, "Work Ala., and Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Baptist Women of the First designed and made herself. The
gown featured an A-line skirt
variety of colors and are about the size of a quarter fl
am
A Day World". She said Haneline of Murray Route One. Baptist Church will meet at the
with lace over the front panel,
enclosing one.] They cling to the trees, and they litter
Great grandparents are Mr. home of Mrs. Clinton Rowlett, 112
the Christians should be able to share
short sleeves, and a high collar
church property until somebody cleans them up.
with those less fortunate, and and Mrs. R. L. Overcast of Hazel, North 14th Street, at 7:30 p.m.
neckline. Her elbow length veil of
Rice was so much cleaner could be enjoyed by the
birds that a world without work con- Mrs. Nell Yarbrough of Hunt- Members note change of illusion was
attached to a
and what was left dissolved easily. But those little
locations
of meeting.
tissue sists of part time jobs whose sville, Ala., Mr. and Mrs. R. D.
headpiece of flowers and she
paper hearts create such a terrible mess—just like
confetti! earnings can't support families. Crouch and Mrs. Ehla Haneline,
carried a bridal bouquet of white
Maybe if you will print this, it will help. MINISTER,
Tuesday, July 6
She gave thoughts and ideas of all of Murray Route One.
PA.
carnations and daisies.
Kathleen
Jones
The
Group of
those who want to work and those
DEAR MINISTER: rya aettitter, too. But why
Mrs. Billy Miller was the
waste
who should but won't work.
Henry Jay is the name chosen the Baptist Women of the First matron of honor and
a..a neer
the bride's
Miss Whitnah read a prayer of by Mr.and Mrs. Hobert Robinson Baptist Church wW meet at the
only attendant. She wore a yellow
inspiration to ask for help for all A Hardin Route One for their home of Mrs. Stanford Andrus at crepe
What's your problem? nov11 feel better if you
floor length gown designed
get It MT
to be given a chance in life to baby boy, weighing seven pounds 6:15 p.m.
your chest, write I. ABBY, Ben aree. Les
similar to that of the bride's. Her
Angeles, Cal.
pursue a decent life. She spoke of thirteen ounces, born on Sunday,
SOM. Far a personal reply smelsee stamped,
headpiece was a yellow net bow
addressed
the Christian Social Concerns June 27, at 3:02 p.m. at the
envelope.
and she carried a bouquet of
committee that meets regularly Murray-Calloway County
yellow daisies.
A quick and easy side
here to discuss problems of the Hospital.
Foe Abby's new booklet, •111tat
Neil Stubblefield, brother of the
that goes perfectly
d
Teen-Ages Want to
elderly, youth center, swimming They have another son, Calvin w
know." sand Si to Abby. Bea WNW Los Angeles. c.1 MYR.
pork roast or chops
groom, served as best man. The
pool, street improvements, Eli, age two.
be made by combining
ushers were Tommy Jones and
pollution, and Day Care center. Grandparents are Mrs. Kelly a well drained can of red
Mrs. J. B. Burke= . .
rb4MM 711-1,11••• 7/3-41017
Reggie McNutt.
The speaker was introduced by Robinson of South Lebanon, Ohio, c age
with one cup
Mrs. Johnson, mother of the
1 Mrs. Bunn Swann, program and Mr. and Mrs. Sherman •
apple sauce. Step
bride, chose to Wear a blue knit
the flavor with a little
chairman.
Willoughby of Hardin.
dress, and Mrs. Stubblefield, the
need onion; salt, pepper
1
Mrs. Vernon Roberts, spiritual
groom's
mother, wore a rose
/ a
lOW464
a dash of caraway
1 life leader, gave the devotion on A baby boy, Clint Eric,
crepe dress. Their corsages were
s. Serve piping hot.
'Human Cooperation" with weighing eight pounds in ounce,
of white carnations.
or cookies Or if you pre
inspiring thoughts on love. She was born to Mr. and Mrs. Billy E.
and Mrs. Stanley Hale of The bride's grandmother, Mrs.
fer the time-honored methread her scripture from I Robbins of Murray Route Four on
Route One are the parents John Hopkins of Mayfield, was
Crispness is the key od. use your rolling pin
Corinthians 12:12 and closed with Monday, June 28, at 8:48 am, at of baby boy, Stanley Clyde,
when making a crumb pie after placing the items to
attired in a peach knit dress and
prayer.
the Murray-Calloway County w hing six pounds twelve the groom's
crust A blender or food
be crushed in a closed
grandmother, Mrs.
chairman,
Mrs. Leonard Hospital.
The
grinder is excellent for
brown paper or stout plas, born on Tuesday, June J. W. Boren of Dover, Tenn.,
presided.
Vaughn,
An- The new father is employed at 7$
CTUMbing bread. crackers tic bag
1:25 a.m. at the Murray- wore fushia crepe dress. White
nouncements were made of the the Murray Division of the
way County Hospital
carnations were their corsages.
Prayer Retreat at Lambuth Tappan Company.
new father is employed at The register at the church was
College on July 8-9, and School of Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs th
urray Division of the presided over by Miss Terri
Missions at Lambuth College Bill Rollinslif Mayfield and Mr. Ta n Company.
Boren and Miss Sheila Boren,
August 9-12. She said twenty- and Mrs. Clifton Hutson of
dparents are Mrs. Lilburn cousins of the groom.
graduating
seniors
were at Murray.
seven
of Almo Route One and Mr.
Reception
the breakfast held at the Holiday The great grandparents are
rs. Bea Smith of Benton. ;following the ceremony a
Inn for the 1970-71 graduating Mr. and Mrs. John Adams and
Rev. and Mrs. J. N. Darnall, all
class.
Miss Meadow Huie was named of Cadiz, and Mrs. Bethel Dowdy
as chairman of Reading Matter. of Mayfield.
It was announced that thirty new
books had been donated to the
504 Main
church library. The fall bazaar Mark Stephen is the name
(Behind Peoples Bank)
was discussed and Mrs. Vaughn chosen by Mr. and Mrs. John
expressed thanks for the ditty Stephen Epperson of Midway
Trailer Park, Murray, for their
bags made by the WSCS.
4th
Refreshments were served to baby boy, weighing five pounds
the twelve members and one fourteen ounces, born on Monday, June 28, at 1:56 p.m. at the
guest, Miss Whitnnh, by Mrs.
Murray -Calloway County
Crawford, assisted by Mrs. Isaac
Hospital.
Clanton.
The new father is a graduate
student at Murray State
Brand Names
Before following )recipe. University.
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
cheek to are if you have all
Polly Hinders
the ingredients. Put them all Lloyd Epperson and Mr. and
(Next to Dairy Quimn
(1301 Main
together in the place wiser( Mrs. Evans Williams, all of
Mclgansboro, Ill.
on are piing to work.
N‘,.\\SN‘,S .4 S
4\‘‘‘
NNNNN \\\\\\,.\\,\
.
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Roberta Whithah Is
Geed Speaker At
Faith Doran Meet

FBIRTms

F uited cabbage

3.

After the reception the bridal
couple left for a wedding trip with
the bride wearing a green knit
dress with a strand of pearls, a
gift of the groom, and a corsage
of white daisies.
The new Mrs. Stubblefield is a
graduate of Calloway County
High School and attended Murray
State University. Mr. Stubblefield, a graduate of Murray
High School, is now employed at
the Murray Division of the
Tappan Company.
Mr. and Mrs. Stubblefield are
. now at home at 1511 Belmonte,
Murray.
Rehearsal Dinner
The groom's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Loudon Stubblefield, were
hosts for the rehearsal dinner
held on Saturday, June 5, at the
private dining room of the
Triangle Inn. The bridal couple
presented gifts to their attendants. Covers were laid for
thirteen persons.

Crisp crust

reception was held at the home of
NOTICE
the bride's parents, Rev. and
Our
readers
are
Mrs. Willie Johnson.
1! reminded that the Ledger
The bride's table was overlaid
di Times will not publish
with a white lace cloth and held
weddings or bridal showers
the beautiful wedding cake and
that occurred thirty days
punch bowl. Mrs. Ray Jackson of
previous to the date of
LaCenter and Mrs. Walter Maass
publication.
of Dearborn, Mich., assisted in asim*MIIIMIMMUMMAMMi#:
serving the guests.

Niva Comb,
have MODEL ROWS that are being offered
for SM.f. Thesujemes have been
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* Low Down Payments
* Long Term, Low Interest
with FHA Financing
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Kentucky Air P
Commission ( KA
implementation
of air pollution
polluted of the
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used as an exam
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The cornmissic
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option from the
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Frankfort.
The procedure
development
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Under federal I
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Crossworc
ACROSS
1 Priest's

vestment
4 King of beasts
(0.)
9 Vigor (colloq.)
12 Afternoon
Piny
13 Beginning
14 Guide's high
note
15 Game fish
17 Foul
19 Gratuity
20 Astan capital
21 Toward shelter
23 Nothing
24 Wander
27 Sailor (colloq.)
28 Small child
29 Dipper
30 King of
Bashan
31 Nod
32 Cheer
33 Pronoun
34 At no time
36 Animal's foot
37 Tiny
38 Silkworm
39 Chart
40 Workman
41 Hollywood
prize (colloq.)
43 Through
44 Noose
46 European
49 Mohammedan
name
50 climbing print
52 Greek letter
53 Lair

11

21
21
2:
2:
2!
21
21
21
31

54 Nocturnal
mammal

55 Corded cloth
DOWN
• 1 lin'tot
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currency
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approved financed homes. All Homes Are

* Double Insulated
* Have Under Paneling
* Have Storm Windows
* Have Been Completely
Set Up
* Are Ready To Live In
efta Cowits,
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is continuing their opening special by
giving the new mobile home owner
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* Knit Shirts
* Infant Dresses
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By Maui

RIVIERA COURTS is the only mobile home
park in this area that can take FHA

Pre-4th of July

SWIM SUITS
1/2 Price
SPORTSWEAR
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DRESSES 1/4 Off
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MOTORWAYS
Clean Air Plans For State Will
Be BlikeGay Most-Polluted Louisville Special squad cc)rni)alls auto thefts in Britain

rriving at the federal en- construct an air contaminant
pace. At the police garage here, Capri on a 1971 chassis we have took the car in for routine
By JEFF CUSHING
vironmental agency.
source and 72 permits to operate
stolen Ferraris and Alfa something to go on. And if we servicing the other day, the
Copley News Service
FRANKFORT, Ky.—When the As part of the plan
develop- an air contaminant source.
LONDON — If your car is Romeos share stall space with can't find an identification mechanic told me that I needed
Kentucky Air Pollution Control ment,an emission
inventory of at + After months of negotiation, stolen in mid-town New York, the more common Ford Cor- number or code on a corn- new shock ateorbers. He said a
Commission(KAM)adopts an least 1,600 facilities
must be granted a conditional, temporary your chances of recovery are tinas and Morris Minis. And the ponent, we naturally check new set could be installed for
implementation plan for control completed by late
September. In permit to Semet-Solvay Division pretty slim. And if you do experts examine them trying to further."
about $50. I admit that I put a
of air pollution in the most making the
inventory, 600 major of Allied Chemical Corporation. manage to recover your determine who the rightful
The crackdown by the COC 10 lot of miles on the car (13,000),
polluted of the state's nine air industries
will be asked to file Semet-Solvay is one of the largest vehicle, it is usually so best
owners are or if the car in has forced many ringers into but virtually all of those are
quality regions, that plan will be permits to operate
an air con- polluters in the Ashland area.
that you wish it hadn't WWII question is actually a com- the export market, where it is freeway miles where there is
used as an example for plans in taminant source.
easier for a vehicle to slip by. no bouncing around.
posite of several vehicles.
About 1000 + Filled the vacancy left by found
each region.
other industries will
"Many times," confides one Thieves steal a preselected car,
Do you think the mechanic
Car thefts, of course, occur
be Charles Scheer who resigned
The commission adopted the questioned by phone.
because of illness. The new public everywhere. Here in Britain COC 10 squad member, "the arrange overseas trans- was trying to make a fast sale
example region procedure—an According to Frank
P. Partite, representative, Harold Hartsel, the scoundrels are called thieves will substitute fenders, portation and documentation or do shocks really wear out
option from the federal govern- technical director of
"ringers," a term that goes dash panels, even frames in an and ship it out of the country that fast? — R. M., Ill.
the KAPCC, lives in Ft. Thomas.
ment—at its regular meeting in the staff could not handle
A. Shock absorbers are
the + Formed a committee to back to the horse and buggy effort to disguise the vehicle. before the theft if realized.
Frankfort.
pretty unpredictable items, no
number of permits in the 30 to 60 evaluate
environmental days when they would steal a But we have lists from the
The procedure is part of the days allowed for processing
Q. I'm in shock over my matter how well they are
horse, crop its mane, trim its manufacturers showing what
each legislation.
manufactured. There are so
development of an
im- permit. On Partee's recom- + Set the next meeting for tail, dye the hide and sell it Particular pert goes where and shocks. I have a 1971
many variables to take into
back to an unsuspecting on what model. So if we "ponycar" which I purchased
plementation plan to be corn- mendation, the commission August 17.
consideration when deterdiscover a fender from a 1970 new ten months ago. When I
pleted by Jan. 31, 1972. The plan removed the processing
customer.
time
is required by the federal En- limits.
Today the activities of the
ringers are more complicated,
vironmental Protection Agency. The KAPCC set an example for
but the job they do is still
Under federal law, each state municipalities. They fined
the
basically the same: steal cars,
may adopt a separate im- city of Falmouth $1800—$200
for
give them a thorough face-let
plementation plan for each each of nine counts of open
and put them back on the
region or may use the plan burning at the city dump.
The
market. Cr they
adopted for the most polluted of remainder of $9000 fine was
dismantle the vehid=
the state's regions as an example suspended pending elimination
of
part by part.
for each region. Kentucky's open burning and continued
In 1969 — the last year for
example region will probably be compliance
with
KACC
which figures are available —
4
Kentucky
director
the
The
of
Louisville.
regulations.
nearly 140,000 cars were stolen
Crime Commission and the state
The implementation plan will In other business:
in Britain. Here in London
insurance commissioner have
go to public hearings before + Approved four permits
to been named to high posts in their alone,8,000 vehicles fell prey to
the ringers.
ye national professional
AIIIIPIOf to Yesterdey's Puzzle
Thanks to a James Bondstyle special squad called the
MOMM 3MOM 000 associations.
ACROSS
3 Trade
was
L.
Charles
Owen
elected
0000 mma 000
COC 10, the car-theft rings are
4 Noose
chairman of the National Con- being forced out of business at
1 Priest's
00 MMMO 000
5 Hostelry
vestment
6 Bone
00 U000 MA00
of State Criminal Justice a swift rate. Officially knowti
4 King of beasts
7 Country of Asia
OMS0 00.7
0
000 Administrators while Robert D. as the Stolen
8 Stupefy
(Pl.)
Vehicles IdenDamn
0000 00
9 Vigor (colloq.)
9 Punctuation
01011000 000000 Preston was installed June 15 as tification Branch of the
12 Afternoon
mark
00 GOMM 00000 a member of the executive Metropolitan Police, the outfit
Party
10 Man's name
13 Beginning
030 ME100 00MM committee of the National was organized in 1960. In the
11 Cushion
14 Guido's high
01300 000M 00
Assn. of Insurance Com- last two years it has managed
16 Baker's
note
000 0000 00 missioners during theit,cen- to recover some $5
15 Game fish
product
million in
000 000
17 Foul
0
0000
18 The
19 Gratuity
I3!1
OM 0000 00MM tennial meeting at the American stolen vehicles, a record that
Pentateuch
20 Asian capital
would make any law enHotel in New York City.
20 Strike
21 Toward shelter
forcement agency proud.
recently
organized
The
21 Make amends
32 Knock
23 Nothing
43 Fruit
The original purpose of COC
22 Kind orbiter
35 Musical
criminal justice group is made up
44 Possessed
24 Wander
instrument
45 Beverage
27 Sailor (colloq.) 23 At present
of directors of crime com- 10 was to combat large rings of
36 Equality
Foreign
25
46 African
28 Small child
37 More cordial
missions in 55 states and professional auto thieves, but
26 Apportioned
antelope
29 Dipper
39 Girl's name
today the squad's major role is
territories.
Rocky
hill
28
47
Devoured
40
30 King of
Pronoun
29 Ordinance
48 Short sleep
42 Prisow
Owen said his election "is not a one of crime prevention. Each
Bashan
compartment
31 Animal
51 Part of -to be31 Nod
personal matter but an vehicle brought into the
32 Cheer
acknowledgment
of the truly country — be it new or
33 Pronoun
bipartisan support given to the secondhand — is thoroughly
34 At no time
improvement of law enforcement checked over by the squad
36 Animal's foot
before it can be registered in
37 Tiny
criminal justice in Kenand
the country.
38 Sillosiomi
tucky."
AND
Vehicles which have been
39 Chart
Commissioner Preston had declared total wrecks and
40 Workman
are
41 Hollywood
served for the past year as then subsequently rebuilt are
prize (colloq.)
chairman of the national in- also gone over carefully by the
43 Through
surance association's Valuation (DC 10.
4-4 Noose
46 European
of Securities Subcommittee and
In order to become well49 Mohammedan
the Insurance Holding Company acquainted with vehicles that
name
flubmpaussittee
aro aluiss
inigurtiq
50 Climbing plant
52 Greek letter
Following his election, Preston squad is Con.Varffly sturi
53 Lair
announced that Kentucky will be the various models and new
54 Nocturnal
mammal
host to the national group's Zone components manufactured by
55 Corded cloth
M meeting in the spring of 1972. the industry. A favorite
DOWN
Zone III is made up of Insurance practice among ringers is to
Department officials from substitute parts on several cars
1 Una of
Siamese
Kentucky, Alabama, Florida, so as to make correct idencurrency
louisiana, Mississippi, Missouri, tification virtually impossible.
Distr. by Unoed eaters Syndicate, Inc.
2 Meadow
But the COC 10 squad keeps
Tennessee and Puerto Rico.

Kentucky
Officials
Honored

mining wear characteristics
that some units could last 30,000
miles or more, others could
wear out in 10,000 miles. Severe
bouncing, tire cupping and
leaking shock pistons are sure
signs of wear. Chances are that
your shocks do need replacing
if they are original equipment
units. If possible, replace them
with heavy duty units — they'll
give you better service.
U you have a question about
your car, motorcycle or
recreational vehicle, write to
Motorways, Copley News
Service, P. 0. Box 190, San
Diego, Calif. 92112. Sorry,
volume of mail does not permit
personal replies.

91 YEARS OF SAFETY
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Quarterly Interest Now!
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$308,212.14
Murray Branch
and
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4OU'RE VP A6100111* WORLD'S
6REATE5T MUER HERE,AND
l4V5 GONNA MOW YOU GOWN!

YOU'RE GONNA LOOK 5104,
PO IrNEAR SICK! YOU'RE
GONNA 1,01514 YOU WERE NEVER
DORN! YOU'YE HAP IT !!
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Dr. Ralph H. Woods

W. R. "Bob" Perry

Nancy
THAT ONE
MINI-BIKE r/A..

LITTLE WORD
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Bobby Grogan
Community Service Officer

Bruce Thomas
Manager
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ALL OF US THANK YOU
for your
SAVINGS ACCOUNT & HOME LOAN

Lii Abnar
7

Murray Branch

Ai-4 DON'T uNNEASTAN'
WHUT MAH LATE PAPP./ ,
MEANT— SAYIN' WE
GOT TA TRAVEL."170)
CROOKED MILES--

Hopkinsville Federal Savings and Loan Association
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304 E. Main
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Prints, solids.
Wide array of colors!

GIRL'S
SHORT
SETS

HAIR SPRAY
AQUA NET. SUAVE HELENE CURTIS - JUST WONDERFUL
REG • TO 741

Several
Styles
t to Select From

HOT WHEELS
JOHNNY LIGHTENING
SAVE
CARS
and LATEST MODELS •

5

'
45

Off

PATCHWORK
HANDBAG
Won AIhien
Ana 12 te fai M.
N. Leldbli Arabs.

Soft vinyl in
lovely colors
REG. $1.97

WHITE

BATH
TOWELS

POLYESTER & COTTON

BLEND MATERIAL
REG. 2 yds. 9

Schiffli Embroidery
Rog. p1.27

9x12 ROOM SIZE

CARPET RUGS

Hardwood frame. /
Great for bathroom
or bedroom
47

MOD
PLASTIC
DRAPES WASTE CANS
Large Selectio
REG. 2/*1

Beautiful colors to blend with any decor

Reg. '26.00

1 FOLDING METAL SEATS
Ideal for fishing or hunting. Canvas seat.
REG. '2.99 •

PAGE SEVEN
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- ENDS SUNDAY, JULY 4th
TAPE & CASSETTE CASES
Black vinyl cassette case holds 30, tape case
holds 24. Protects tapes from dust
REG.'11.95
SAVE *5.95

$599

BOY'S
4.11,

CREW SOCKS

MICRIN

:ELS ?,13
VIM

1AZ

ORAL ANTISEPTIC
kEG. 37*

REG. 994

SAVE

54;

24;

ea.

Was ei31451

TROLL'
Hidden In

11,10411CH
1301I'S of'GIRL'S

vo
. MINI-BIKE 44
AS IS"

ES
338611

•

e:•41 $2444

Int colors in the

...• •

&famous A.M.F. quality.
•401 boy or girl would
love these!

•0.

\

Friday Only r.. *
a

A

•

1.

•

20-INCH

S.

CHARCOAL
GRILL

ALUMINUM

Relit 139.94

•

•
•••• ••

4,
-%

LAWN
CHAIRS

Reg. '6.77

REG. '2.99
1

.64

0
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•

;•:-7 ,2/$5
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* FREE! *
GALLON PICNIC Ai
by THERMOS

With Purchase of Each
MI

SEATS

mg or huhtifig. Canvas seat.

1

G. $2.99

THERMOS ICE CHEST
REG. 1 19.94
\v9594

2P5
COKE

Power M
3 h.p. Bri
& Stratton E
Adjustable

5/$1

Reg. '6
22 Inch Cut

""
•

1 1
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PAGE EIGHT

GOOD NEWS TODAY

Lockheed recycles old
computer printout paper

PAGE NINE

Classified
Ads

Rites For Robert
Carson Are Today

Funeral services for Robert
Carson of 1614 Calloway Avenue,
Murray, are being held today at
three p.m. at the chapel of the
Max Churchill Funeral Home
FOR RENT
with R,ev. John A. Jones ofTWO-BEDROOM house. Modern,
new town crier ficiating.
thousands instead of hundreds can become the
436-2266.
as pallbearers are Rob
Serving
carpeted. Phone
By FRANK MACOMBER
Cod,
Cape
of timberland might be of Provincetown,
acres
of
JIC
Jim
Washer,
Dave
Jones,
now.
Available
Copley News Service
Mass.
conserved each year.
Maupin, Gene Capo, Thomas
town
Provincetown
The
*
*
*
TWO-BEDROOM home with den.
Recycling for reuse to save
council is looking for a new Banks, and W. E. Crider.
Ole Neilson, who lives in
will
be
in
Interment
the
Completely carpeted, airBaldwin,
money and avoid the pileup of
Fred
crier, now that
waste products is the name of Sumner, Wash., is a towering 86, a former school superin- Kirksey Cemetery with the
conditioned,, built-in appliances.
ecology-conservation hulk of a man, but usually a tendent, has decided to retire arrangements by the Max
this
Has all draperies. Available
gentle one. He wearied of because he finds the work too Churchill Funeral Home.
.game.
August 1st. Phone 436-2266. J1C
parking
barren
the
Carson,age 60, died Tuesday at
• The Lockheed Missiles di looking at
tiring.
:Space Co.. Sunnyvale, Calif.. lot behind his bakery. So he put
furnished
Michael Botelho, Province- 9:30 am. at his home. The office
ROOM
THREE
:Elms come up with a recycling in stone walks, rhododendrons town town manager, says the of Coroner Max Churchill said his
apartment central heat and air,
a
made
It
trees.
cherry
two
and
only
*.:/zIan that will save not
job is open to men of any age. death was due to a self inflicted
garbage disposal, carpeting, lots
::dollars but countless acres of strikingly attractive dif- The crier works from 10 a.m. to gun shot wound in the upper left
of closets. Can be seen at 1407 W.
ference.
-forest lands as well.
p.m. seven days a week from chest. His body was discovered in
4
J1C
Main.
Then one morning Neilson
'.' Have you ever wondered arrived at the bakery to find June 15 to Aug. 30. He is paid the living room of his house by his
$900 and wears a pilgrim's
where all that computer
Mrs. Mary Buchanan
TWO BEDROOM home. See Mrs.
that some miscreant had costume with a tall hat and daughter,
but they're aspirin. If Junior gulp.
LITTLE WHITE TABLET$ that look like candy
:.printout paper goes?
of Lombard, Ill., about 12:30 p.m.
reach!
children's
of
out
all the plants.
out
Cable 500 Broad St. Phone 753ripped
safely
down a mouthful, it could be tragic. Keep medicine
rings a hand bell to attract Tuesday.
Lockheed got tired Of trying
J1C
Neilson, who stands 6 feet, 5 public
4304.
before
attention
miles
•to get rid of thousands of
The deceased was employed at
outraged. He shouting out the news of the
drugs
was
inches,
store
can't,
you
If
can.
a
handful
pops
Junior
eine";
;Of the seemingly useless stuff. publicly promised to bash the
Jones' Cleaners and his wife, By JOAN O'SULLIVAN
--including aspirin, the most ONE BEDROOM furnished, airof pills into his mouth, thinknow the company is going to vandal with a rolling pin if he day.
SAY t!POISON" and what
Meadow, employed at Boone's
source of danger to conditioned. Female college
common
pours
Mom
ing
candy;
they're
arsenic,
think of
.:tecycie the endless chain of caught up with him.
Laundry and Cleaners, was at do you Christie. a murderer drain cleaner from an un- children- on a high to:len student or professor. $50.00 per
chatters
Agatha
that
paper
Irintout
closet shelf out of children's month. 900 North 18th St., phone
labeled jar into a salad. miswork when his death occurred. at large?
A couple of days later Ole
from its many machines.
reach and harm's way.
taking it for coarsely ground
J3C
came to the bakery and found
Carson was born July 6, 1910, and
753-7266.
Poisoning has an aura of
Be sure that bottles are
After the data has been used all the plants had been rehis parents were the late Van mystery about it and yet in salt.
dosage,
that
so
labeled
Acimpossible?
Sound
clearly
•
and the paper becomes waste, turned, replanted, watered and
YORK (UPI)-The Carson and Edna Cnilcutt Car- real life it is more often an
NEW
COUPLE only who
hazards and antidotes can be MARRIED
cidents similar to these occur
the folded bundles of high- even given an extra shot of stock market opened mixed in son.
accident than a crime. Each
nice quiet place to
a
like
read
would
do
And
easily.
Nathe
read
Yet,
advises
daily.
accidental
grade paper will be placed in fertilizer.
moderate turnover Thursday.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. year about 700,000
labels before taking medicine. live, you should see this 3 room
tional Safety Council, acciUnited
the
in
occur
poisonings
special bins. From there it will
*
*
*
Shortly after the opening, the Meadow Wilson Carson of 1614
Never take medicine in the furnished cottage, air condental poisonings could be
States
go to BJ Services of San
dark.
two
is one thing Dow Jones industrial average Calloway,
easily avoided by taking a few
Muray;
Longing
to
happen
ditioned, electric heat, walking
accidents
Such
•
whom
with
Francisco,
Icy Paschall children an well as grownups: simple but sensible precaudetermination is another. was off 0.59 at 890.55. Advances daughters, Mrs.,
• In the Bedroom: Do not distance from university,
Lockheed signed a pilot connight
leave medicine on the
Henry Lingerrnan, fortunately, topped declines, however, 175 to of Murray Route
en and Mrs. Grandma pokes around in the tions:
available now. No Pets. Phone
tract to recycle the waste into
table or dresser, where it
• In the Bathroom: Lock
has them both. At 61 he has 72 among the 363 issues Mary Buchanan oftombard, Ill.; medicine cabinet in the dark
J3C
753-1589.
new computer paper, bonded
child.
the medicine cabinet if you
might be picked up by a
been a member of the West crossing the tape.
three sons, James and Gene and takes the wrong "methpaper or other high-quality
Baseand
Garage
High
the
In
Regional
J.,
•
N.
Morris,
In the oil group, Jersey Carson of Murray and Edwin
FOR RENT, See
products.
ment: Never put paint thin- TRAILER
held Cain
of Chicago, Ill.; one
Precautions will be taken to School Board of Education for Standard and Phillips
solvents or fuel In ordi- Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer
ners,
4 and 32%, brother, Pat Carson of Villa
3
unchanged at 75/
make sure paper of lower eight years.
nary containers, such as pop Court, Murray Drive In EnThe other evening Henry at respectively. Texaco also was Park, Ill.; seven grandchildren.
grades is not mixed with the
bottles or milk bottles, that trance, after 4:00 p.m. No phone
might tempt a child to take a calls please.
discarded computer printouts. last received his high school steady at 35%, while Atlantic
J3C
diploma.
sip.
Richfield gained ;do to 734.4.
plant,
Sunnyvale
The
killers
Long years ago, Lingerman Standard of California and
weed
use
and
Store
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
producer of the Navy's Polaris was a high school dropout. He
as directed and keep chi1d.ren
Occidental rose it each to 57
house, 1103 Sharp Street. Phone
and Poseidon submarine- earned his equivalency cerusing
are
you
away when
Natornas
J3P
436-2291.
launched missiles and the tificate a quarter-century ago and 18%, respectively.
them.
with
92%,
to
kit
Agena satellite, buys 5,426 while serving In the Army. but also climbed
That unKitchen:
the
In
•
Pennzoil ahead t. to 30. Getty
miles of computer printout never applied for it.
der-sink cabinet is convenient TWO BEDROOM furnished airunchanged at SIN.
paper each year.
but not safe for household conditioned apartment. Couples
Now a sales representative was
Southern Pacific added 1,4 to
About 100 acres of forest are for a printing firm, Lingerman
chemicals and cleaners. Place preferred. Phone 753-6781.
J2C
but
rails,
the
needed to produce this amount recalls that "I thought it would 41% in
them on high shelves where
children can't get at them.
of paper. By recycling, that be a nice thing to have now." Chesapeake & Ohio dipped % to
THREE ROOMS with private
And never pour them into
much timber will be conserved.
He received the certificate 61. Burlington Northern tacked WASHINGTON ( UPI', -The
or entrance. Cooking priviliges if
containers
glass
unlabeled
% to 44%.
The idea came from a young and a warm slap on the back
Supreme Court ruled Wednesstore them in food cupboards. desired. Walking distance of
computer
programmer, from Dr. Robert W. Young, the
In the chemicals, Monsanto day that newspapers may
J2C
In case of an emergency, campus. Phone 753-1387.
Timothy M. Ames, who has school superintendent, at surrendered % to 451.8; Dow publish the top secret Pentagon
ascertain what poison was
worked for Lockheed five ceremonies during a board gained % to 101%. Union Vietnam study, even though
taken and call your doctor, a NEW TWO bedroom duplex
years. An ardent con- meeting.
Carbide and Eastman Kodak some of the court's nine
hospital or poison control cen- apartment. Central heat and air,
servationist, Ames saw a
*
*
*
were unchanged at 46% and justices admitted disclosure of
ter promptly. Don't waste carpet, $130.00 per month. Phonemeans of reusing a natural
time!
Who says you can't get a job n%, respectively.
TFC
documents could be harm753-7850
resource - the pulp that goes in these days of 6 per cent plus
Accidents can happen-but
General Electric lost 1,4 tc ful to the country.
is
into computer printout paper. unemployment around the 604 in the electronics. RCA
Forewarned
needn't
handbag
they
befure
but
"JUNIOR never went Into my
UNFURNISHED TW, bedroom
forearmed'
nation?
mos was enough-the pills he swallowed were nearly fataL
dipped % to 37%. Control Data The issue of what impact
If the idea catches on
Ahouse. clean, Adults` only, no
bomemp.',,
have,
All you have to do is be able rose % to 81%, and Magnavos publication might
elsewhere in plants using
pets. $90.00. Phone 753-3779. J2P
not what decided
computers - and what in- to crv a lot and work seven was % higher at 52. Memores er, was
6 to 3 opinion. The
Wednesday's
you
maybe
and
a
week
days
LARGE ROOMS with recreation
dustry doesn't these days? added % to 41
overriding fact was that the
area. Country Estate. Phone 436from
1)
(Coattmied
Page
few
the
of
one
in
government,
Ju1y290
2173.
cases of its kind in the passenger in the Jones' car.
republic's near 200-year history, Police said Pope,going west on
PLENTY TRAILER space;
was trying to stop the press Sycamore, applied his brakes to
LOUISVILLE-A former national director of youth. She beautiful, quiet living. Highway
stop at South 16th Street, but they ambassador and Supreme Court has been active as a civic No. 121, Kentucky Lake, Division
from printing something.
failed and he collided with the justice, a black evangelist, a volunteer, especially with the No. 3. Write to P.O. Box 32-0,
Such "prior restraint." a Jones' car going north on South
August2C
woman church leader, and a American Red Cross and the zgirl Murray,Kentucky.
majority of the justices decid- 16th Street.
Scouts.
head
dean
will
school
graduate
press
free
ed, violated the
Damage to the Chevrolet was the list of speakers at the Genera/ Dean Joyce was elected last NICE TWO bedroom house only
provisions of the constitution's on the right side and rear end and
Assembly of the Christian Church October as president of the Worl two blocks from university on
first amendment. The court to the Datsun on the front end.
Over 500 year round suits.
3
of Christ) here in Convention of Churches of Christ quiet street. 804 N. 17th Call or
(Disciples
would
what
about
said nothing
(Disciples). He has served on the write Willie Darnell Jr., Route 4,
October.
Sizes 35 thru 52,
happen to the two newspapers Tony Allen Rayburn of 800
seminary faculty of Phillips Martin, Tenn. 38237. Phone 587for
biennial
the
speakers
Major
Involved in the case-The New Meadow Lane, Murray, and
reg., Inn& extra k'ng
July3C
keyed to the mi.ssiori University and the Christian 5245.
assembly,
WashingThe
M.
of
Pierce
and
James
Murray
Times
York
Theological Seminary in Ininthe
church,
of
Imperatives
newspapers
Route Six, were treated at the
ton Post-and other
dianapolis.
once they finish publishing the emergency room of the local clude:
-Arthur J. Goldberg, former About half of the persons athospital after being injured in a
documents.
tending the asembly will be
one car accident at 11:47 a.m. U. S. ambassador to the United
Nations and former associate voting representatives, having
Court observers said, however, Wednesday.
or Federal State Market News
SALE 1/1 OFF
the government would have to Rayburn suffered multiple justice of the Supreme Court, who been nailed by congregations
Regular
Service July 1, 1971
being
of
virtue
by
or
regions
order,
world
find sofne law to take the contusioss and abrasions and will speak on the
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
ministers.
ordained
newspapers to court, should it Pierce stistained a contusion of justice and peace on October 19,
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

17-FT. INBOARD/
OUTBOARD "WINNER"
DEMONSTRATOR
* Very Low Hours
* Sharp, Fast, Safe, Economical
* White with Honey Gold Interior
* Sunliner Seats
* Walk-Thru Windshield
* Lights and Horns
* 155 h.p. OMC, Buick V-6

List - 5619

FOR SALE
GET READY for the 4th by
cleaning your carpets with Blue
Lustre and rent a new shampooer
for a dollar. Western Auto, Home
of -The Wishing Well."
J3C

FOR SALE
Labrador
FULL
GROWN
retriver, has some training. Call
753-3143.
JIC
BOAT, MOTOR, trailer, $850
new, never been used. 14'
Tidecraft standard Boyor model.
Stick steering, 20 H.P. Mercury
manual start. 1608 Keenland Dr.
Phone 753-6134.
J1P

PENTA TREATED lumber.
Resistant to rot and termites.
Ideal for boat docks and any
weather exposed uses. Murray
Lumber Co., Maple Street,
ALUMINUM TRAILER, apMurray,Kentucky.
ITC
proximately 18'x19'. Ideal for
WEANING PIGS for sale. Phone campers, hunters, fishermen, or
lake lots. Phone 492-8354. TFNC
435-4725.
J3C
USED MOWER 3 H.P. Briggs & SLABS & SAWDUST. W. M.
Stratton motor. Good condition. Avery Lumber Co., Puryear,
Phone 753-6074.
J3P Tenn.
TFC
YORKSHIRES; 15 boars, 10 open
gilts, 14 bred gilts, due to pig last
of August first of September.
Bred to Hampshire. 11 mile
North of Mayfield on Highway 45.
Vasteene Rives,856-3190.
J3P

CASH OR trade-in for your used
piano. Leach's Music and T.V. in
the Dixieland Center. Phone 7537575.
J6C

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

NOTICE
WANTED: ANYONE interested
in participating in a "Flea
Market" on the 16th-17th-18th of
July, please contact Mr. Price or
Mr. Griffin. Box 579, Murray, Ky.
or phone 753-8777.
JIC

PROPOSED

COUNTRY CLUB ESTATES
1014
ACRES
SECLUDED - QUIET - LOVELY LIVING
(Go

1r.

WE LIKE Children. Child Care
Center (8:00 - 11:30 a.m., weekdays), State licensed Kindergarten, Sunday School
classes. Phone 753-3182 for information or transportation.
Memorial Baptist Church.
J7C

a

•
s-

3

C C

p

E

1

'7

we cannot ship h
Friday and Saturday,
July 2nd & 3rd

FLYING TO DAYTONA BEACH
for July 4th weekend. Need three
people to share expenses. Notify
Denis Krol, 753-1340 work, or 7525721 home,immediately.
J1C

r ovsksE

5.

NOTICE

0

SHOEMAKER
LIVESTOCK
will be CLOSED
BUT WILL OPEN
MONDAY,
JULY_ 5th

F A ot,
c.'F

1

Owner will finance. Terms open. Nothing down,
up to five years interest
Contact DON KELLER, 753-4498

BALDWIN PIANOS and organs
for rent or sale. Rent applies to FOR SUBSCRIPTIONS to
purchase. Lonardo
Piano Paducah Sun Democrat call Mr.
Company, across from Post Cortez Byers at 753-6354.
JIC
office, Paris,Tenn.
J2C

IF CARPETS look dull and drear,
remove spots as they appear with
REGISTERED SAINT Bernard
Blue Lustre. Rent electric
WE HAVE a few used air- H 81 R USED Furniture Store will
pups, great with children,
shampooer $1. Big K.
July3C LOOKING FOR something in a FOUR BEDROOM spacious conditioners; shop scales, chain be open six days a week from
reasonable prices, terms. Only 4
cheaper home then you should home in one of Murray's best hoist,fans. We also buy used air- 10:00 till 6:00. Lots of nice used
left. Melody-Ayre Kennels,
AUTOS FOR SALE
check with Roberts Realty at 505 neighborhoods. 2,500 square feet conditioners and what have you. furniture, glassware and anBuchanan, Tennessee, phone 901of living area, plus 'two car Phone 753-2930.
J2C tiques. Come and brown =
247-3345.
J8C 1970 VOLKSWAGEN CAMPER, Main street.
around. We have lots of
W
sir
ave
list
garage.
large
150x380,
lot
On
lot
fully
2
13,800 miles. Phone 753-2280 after
landscaped. Phone 753WANT TO do sewing and baking. stuff. Phone 753-6676, home phase
KENTUCKY WONDER pole 12:00 noon.
J7C
at
S. 5th street
JIC
12,500 7905.
JulyIC Also have clarinet and king size 753-4716.
beans. To place your order phone
bed for sale. Sheila Travis, 753753-2820.
J3C 1970 V28 CAMERO. Factory At 211 S. llth street we have a
mags. Phone 753-4074 after 5:00 large 4 bedroom house on large MODERNIZED OLDER house 5829.
J1P HUBERT DUNN is now
working
and 14 acres at Penny, lots of
MOBILE HOME, 8x46, 2 p.m.
J8C shady lot for $9,750.
at Bud Myers Barber Shop at
At 315 Irvan we have a nice 2 blacktop road frontage. Phone WANTED . RIDE TO Paducah
bedrooms, fully equipped. Call
Hazel. The shop will be open 6
492-8280 or 492-8470.
bedroom house on large lot for 7534091.
J3C
J5P from 7 am.to 4 p.m., five days a days per week, We'll
WANTED TO BUY
appreciate
only $10,000.
week.Phone 753-3484.
JIC your business.
J1C
TV ANTENNA and rotor, used FIVE OR SIX Barrel water tank. Located at 105 S. Ilth St. we have
HOUSE AND two acres of land,'
television. See at 804 Broad To haul drinking water. Call 753- a duplex with 2 rooms on one side
J3C and 3 on other for only $9,000. located two miles from Murray.
Extended.
J2C 7525.
Will take two or three bedroom
If you want a brick we have a 2 trailer
as down payment. Also
$2 A Week - Begins Saturday, July 3
WANT
TO
BUY;
logs
WEDDING
ana
GOWN,
size
12, new.
bedroom brick on N. 17th street have
If you are interested in a high quality boat
one
horse
power
deep
well
standing
timber.
Also have for for only $13,500.
Regular price, $100.00. Will sell
pump for sale,$50. Call 753with a low, low price, try this one,
for $50.00. Phone 753-8365.
J2C sale lumber and sawdust. If you would like to step up a 8414.
Call 753-7575
J1C
Phil Shelton, Mgr.
Murray Saw Mill and Lumber notch higher We have a real Nice
753-4147.
Phone
Co.
TWO
TFC
BEDROOM furnished 12:50
Demonstration with no obligation.
3 bedroom brick located at 1664
trailer. Carpet, air-conditioned,
LOVELY FIVE bedroom home, ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser- OVERWEIGHT? WEIGHT Loss
Ryan Ave. for $17,750.
SERVICES OFFERED
under-pinned and fenced in yard.
Liberal financing available.
Another 3 bedroom brick on N. full basement, large corner lot, vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M. guaranteed or your money back.
Phone 753-7854.
J7C TWO COLLEGE
75x150. Owner transferring. 1700 Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- Phone Shapemakers, 753boys will mow 18th street in extra good condition
Miller. Asking $17,500.00 Phone mington, Kentucky.
A5C 2962.
2
with
car
garage
for
$19,000.
July13C
lawns and do odd jobs. Haul
See ...
JOHN DEERE Combine with two
TFC
furniture,etc. Call 753-1513 or 753- On Catalina we have a 3 bedroom 7534178.
heads. Phone 492-8729 after 5:00
1509.
J2NC brick with 2 baths, range, Real
p.m.
NOTICE
J2C
MOBILE HOME St boat innice Hardwood floors, possession
surance. Broad coverage. Low
If
you
not receive your
do
deed
$19,000.
RPM LAYTON TRAVEL trailer, CEPTIC TANK cleaning, bacas.igb
MUST
rates. Excellent claim service.
paper by six p.m. all 75315th Street we have a large 3
21 foot, self contained, air-con- hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 7S3-.__
Panorama Shores
See us before you buy. Galloway
9269 between 6:00 and 6:30
bedroom brick for only $17,000.
ditioned, see at Hatcher Auto 5933.
July29C A step higher we
Insurance & Real Estate Agency.
SELL?
p.m.
have
a
real
nice
Sales,
515
S. 12th St.
Mite 436-5483
J2C
Phone 753-5842.
Julv7C
3 bedroom brick with den,carpet,
House with 2 bedrooms, Den
ANTIQUE 1934 Chevrolet k-2 ton TODDLERS DAY Care Now open air conditionin for onlY $21 750• Living Room,2 fireplaces, full
•*
truck, 6200.00. 1964 Studebaker for children three months to three On Parklane Drive we have a basement, apt. upstairs with a
HAND TIED, human hair wig. FURNITURE CLOSE out, owner car, clean,
large
3
bedroom
brick
with
2
$100.00. Also 2 wheel years.
State
approved.
side entrance. It is Priced to
Light brown, frosted. Worn only must give immediate possession trailer,
a
$40.00. Phone 489-2595.J2C Reasonable rates. Experienced baths, built-in air conditioning, sell. Can show at anytime.
two times. Excellent condition. of house, remaining sofa and
Possession
with the deed $22,000.
help. Day or week. Phone 753Has been styled. Phone 753-6287 chair, occassional
A new 3 bedroom brick on
Waldrop
chairt
4481.
J3C
after 5:00p.m.
Richerson with central heat and
J2C bedroom suites, refrigerator,
TRUCK LOAD
a
Real Estate
book shelves, odds and ends, 809
SALE
WILL CUT or trim trees on air, carpet, range, 11,2 baths,
a
FULL SIZE Cello with canvas Doran Rd. Phone 753-6786 after
weekends. Call 474-2382 between large shade, Close to Grade, High
Some shag some hicover and bow. Good condition. 5:00 p.m.
a
J1C
5:00and 6:00.
deosity rubber back, some
J7NC School and university $25,500.
Phone 753-5646
Excellent instrument
a
New 3 bedroom brick in Canfor
jute back, some indoorstudent. Phone 753-2987.
J2C FULL SIZE Frigidaire electric
Of
WILL DO baby sitting in your terbury Estates, has central
outdoor, Pick anything on
heat& air, carpet, range, dishrange, like new condition. $75.00.
home
or mine. Phone 753Trucks.
Home 753-1390
OIL HEATING stove. Phone 489- 108 Hickory Drive.
5076.
.j3c washer, Garage, Patio, ready to
J1C
$2.99 Sq. Yd.
•
2344.
move into $27,500.
J2C
While It Lasts!
•
BABY CRIB,almost new, $20.00.
HOUSE PAINTING: College 4 bedroom with central heat dr
•
AUCTION SALE
19671
/
2 AUSTIN HEALEY Sprite, Also, 1965 Plymouth Barracuda,
Paschall's Discount House
air,
Carpet,
Fireplace,
Range,
student wants interior-exterior
.
41
a
25,000 actual miles. Also 250 cc $450.00. International Cadet
Hazel, Ky. 492-9733
jobs. Is experienced, has Dishwasher, Disposal, 2½ AU(1I0N
SALE,
Saturday,
July
Harley Davidson Sprint, 1967 riding mower. Phone 753-5754 or
references. Works cheaply. ceramic tile baths, 2 car garage, 3.
1000 a in at the Mrs. Silas
model. Phone 753-6564.
large play room and so many
J2C 753-1688.
July1C
Phone 767-4591 or 753-4511.
J3P
14 SOWS, TWO boars, 40 pigs
other nice features must be seen Turner home near Paul Morris'
Store on Highway 94 (Cadiz
TURKEYS, DUCKS, Guineas, 30 INCH ELF.A.TRIC range,22,000 1957 Dodge pick-up truck, also
to appreciate
LEZER WORK; back hoe se: Want outside on paved road, RoadL 8 miles Northeast of
Whiterrock, Wyandott hens and BTU air condttioner, portable Mare and colt. Phone 753•
Murray Will sell real nice furpullets. Hubert Alexander, 3 zig-zag sewing machine, all less 7217.
J2C vice; septic tank cleaning; septic large shady lot only 3 minutes
tank installation. Gene Steely. 901 from town, Then you should see niture; bedroom and living room
miles south Sedalia. Phone 328- than one year old:Phone 753suites, refrigerator, deep freeze,
S
8563.
J2P 7368.
J1C AKC MINIATURE Schnauzers, Story, Murray, Ky., Phone 753- this one it has entrance hall,
July 17( central heat & air. carpet, 142 breakfast set with six chairs, •
house broken, shots, dewormed. 7850.
Southside Shopping Center - Murray, Ky.
FOUR YEAR old black Angus LIKE NEW Frigidaire "Custom Good with children. Doesn't shed.
baths, Family room. Carport, washer, power mower. 1957 Bel
Air
Chevrolet,
good
fishing
car.
bull, Riverview Panorama, Deluxe" kitchen range-also like $79.00. Phone 753-9371.
Garage
with
workshop
priced at
J7C
Phone 753-3321
Electric heater and fan, wash
Registered. Reasonable price. new pony saddle. Phone 753HORNBUCKLE'S
$27,500.
BARB
6
•
stand
and
cabinet
bases,
rods and
Phone 753-5556.
J2C 4091.
J5P 17' THOMPSON BOAT, 75 H.P. Shop,open 3:00 p.m.- 10:00 p m brick only 2 years old and is now
•
Offer
Good
On
All
reels
and seigne. Dishes, wash
Orders Placed June 29
Evinrude motor. Phone Far- Tuesday
4
through
Friday vacant for $18,500.
kettle. Many small items. Also
YOUNG MARRIED couple must POOL TABLE, balls, rack, 6 cue mington 382-2299.
J7C Saturday, 11:00 8 7:00. Closed We have farms, Building Lots,
through
July
3rd
Only
Monday. Boy's haircut, 75( Lake lots and lake homes. Check truck load of new and used items. *•••••*
sell 17a44 mobile home, modern, sticks, stick and ball rack-all for
41 41 41• *******
4%•
•*
1969, 2-bedrooms, furnished, $135. Phone 753-5992.
J1P SAIL BOAT: 16' Rebel family Men's haircut, $1.00. Horn - with us for all your Real Estate Bottles and small collectors
items,
dinner
bell.
$1.00,
$2.00,
buckle's
day
Needs,
Barber
sailer
We
Shop,
will
213
sloop.
all
spru(
be
3
underpinned, air conditioned,
glad you
life jackets,
TFNL did. Call 753-1651.
like new inside and out, avocado BICYCLE, SCHWINN with hand lights, paddles, and 6 H.P. itreet. Phone 753-7742.
J2C $3.00 to $7.00 new bargain bags.
Shade, drinks and eats. Douglas
decor, very reasonable. Phone brakes, silver and white, in good Johnson outboard, includes boat
By appointment also FOUR BEDROOM brick in Shoemaker Auctioneer,
753-3375.
trailer.
Phone
condition-4
753-8844after6:OOp.Xn.
Call
767-3397
30.
753-6992.
J1P
8:30
J5NC
Sherwood Forest. Three baths, (note) July 24, Auction Sale on
through 3:00, Monday through
phone 753-7742
large fully equipped kitchen with Civil War Battle ground Fort
MUZZLE LOADER rifle and shot JUNE APPLES now ready for Thursday.
J2C
breakfast area, seperate dining Hymme; including furniture
canning and freezing, bring
guns. Call 436-5847 after 5:00
room,
family
known
to
room
be
LOUISVIL
stored
with
fire
for
LE,
last
BLACK
20
KY.
ANGUS
bull,
WANTED:
big
containers
Ph.
enough
637-2778
and pick your own,
ODD jobs, to finance
p.m.
JIC
4,
$1.50 per bushel, Mrs. Robert for service. Could be registered. education, no jobs refused, wages place,study or 5th bedroom,2 car years. All day sale, exceptionally
MEMPHIS
,
TENN.
Ph.
525-1415
garage,
good
Redwood
selection
Deck.
of hard to get
Quality
Phone 498-8672.
10x55 MONARCH Mooue nome, Holloway, 1-mile west of
,
J3P open. Call 753-9828 after 3:00
construction includes central air items.
furnished, carpeted, has washer Sedalia.
J2C
p.m.
NASHVILLE, TENN. Ph. 256-5847
J1P
J5P
and heat, duel pane windows
350 HONDA Scrambler and 1963
and air conditioner, city gas, 2
ST. LOUIS, MO. Ph. 436-5332
thru-out, concrete driveway and
miles from campus. Phone 753- EIGHTEEN PIGS, 45 to 50 lbs. Corvair Monza. Phone 753FOR LEASE
FURNITURE REFINISHING. walks,
Large
corner
lot.
Three
6569.
5696.
TFC Phone 753-7283.
J3C
JIC
All work guaranteed. Free pick- minutes
to new high school, five
up and delivery. Free estimate.
z
minutes from M.S.U. By owner.
ADMIRAL TELEVISION, 21" Antique
or natural finish. Jerry Phone
LOST & FOUND
753-6949.
WANTED TO RENT ;
LOT
with swivel stand. Cabinet McCoy,
Ju1y211C
753-3045.
July16C
sewing machine,(Sewrite), good
LEASE
FOR
iittEE BEDROOM farm home,
LOST OR STRAYED from the COUPLE WITH small
condition. Luggage; 4 pieces,
chili
21
/
2 miles West of Kirk.sey on new
James Bean Farm, calf, 350 lbs. wants reasonable house
HELP WANTED
Sampsonite, good condition.
just dit
Large Display Lot
gravel
road,
just
off
the
Tagged, No 3. Contact Charles of city limits. Phone
Window fan, G.E., large, like
753-6*
ckusburg Road. Phone 489Bean if found at 436-2337 or 436- before 4:00p.m.
new. Phone 753-6668.
next to Holiday Inn on 641
This Week We Are Featuring:
33P ATTENTION LADIES: Would 2627.
JK
you like to manage Murray's
7211.
July1C
FRESH EXTRA SELECT OYSTERS
South
Only
lease
for
is
finest
fabric store? Inquire in 105'x160' LOT IN
THREE PIECE Walnut Danish
Sherwood
All You Can Eat
modern bedroom suite. Excellent person at Fab-N-Trim, 314 Main, Forest. Phone 753-7358 after 4:00
82.50
MAME
FOR RENT, SALE
,
$200.00 per month. This lot
Murray,
Kentucky.
J8C
condition.
Phone 753-2257. J3NC
p.m.
TFC
Sweet and Tender FROG LEGS
over
$1500.00
worth of
has
AVAILABLE AFTER August 13,
All You Can Eat '3.25
ARC & FIELD --and trail MAN OR WOMAN
to sell SMALL FARM; good location;
1971. Three bedroom brick home,
improveme
nts
on
it.
Registered Irish." Setter pups. Rawleigh Household
business
or
future
COMPLETE DINNERS from '1.50
investment
I
.
Products to
2 baths, built-in range, utility
Phone 753-3509 after 6:00 p.m.
families. Can make $3 and up an One mile East Murray, aproom, and carport, located in a
4-10 p.m. Tue.-Thurs.
All Items for
JulyINC
For information
hour-oart or full time. Write proximately 10 acres pasture
nice Murray Suburb. Address all
Hog
wire
fencing,
stables,
water
4-11 pin. Fri.-Sat.
Carry-Out
Call Bob Nemeth
inquiries by mail to Mr R. K.
SERVICE STATION; major giving phone no.: Ray Harris, Cozy older 7
room
house, modern
; 12-10 p.m.Sunday
Fletcher, Jr.; 1410'1 Chickasaw
brand in Meal location. Owner flawleigh Co., Freeport, Illinois For appointmen
753-4141
t call 436Collect 1111-2174•51
Road; Paris, Tenn. 38242; Tel,
retiring. Phone 753-2321. July1P or call 815-232-4161 between 8 and 2173
ilsommorimmo
TF(
C
4:30
901-642-1556
July1P

Buy Now For

$3,99500

Drive It . . . Try It For Family Size!
Will Pull Several Skiers
Price Includes:
Tandem Trailer,
A Real Sharp Rig!

GUITAR LESSONS
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV

Grayson McClure

II

FREE!

HOOVER VACUUM
CLEANER
(Regular '69.95 Value)

5 DAYS ONLY

When you buy 50 square yards or •
41
•
more of any carpet from . . .

iSHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO.

-PASCHALL TRUCK LINES
- DIRECT SERVICE

KITCHEN

1

%(.F

F
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PAC

OVER

Com in and See Why Everybody Shops at Uncle Jeff's

Camel

99,000

NOW! EASY CREDIT TERMS

No

ITEMS

Store

SAFE-T DISCOUNT
PHARMACY
OPEN 9-9 MON.-SAT.
SUNDAY 12:30-6: 0

STEREO TAPE
CARTRIDGE SYSTEM

Model 97C38-A
e WALNUT WOODGRAIN VINYL

LESS SPEAKERS
• Automatic channel selecticn, plus automatic
shut off
• Seperate volume, stereo balance
• 4 tone controls
• Cabinet finished in walnut wood grain vinyl

Reg. '169.95

Coast Guard
Approved

LIFE JACKETS Reg.
'5.95

T CUSHIONS

$297
FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
Reg. '8.97 $597

Wesbogbouse
3-TIER
STEEL

LIGHT BULBS
60W-75W-100W
Reg.
2/66' 2/33;

COLOR FILM
12 Exp. FOR INSTAMATIC
Raft 126

SHUN'

eg. '5.97

$471
4-TIER
Rog. s6.97

FALLS CITY
NO. 8

MINNOW
BUCKETS
Reg. '2.97

HAIR SPRAY
No Lingering Scent to Clas
with Your Favorite
Perfume

Large selection at
Uncle Jeffs
at

ISCOUNT PRICES

UNCLE JEFF'S HAS
5000B - 5000

Ambassadeur

RODS & REELS
at Wholesale Prices

MITCHELL
REELS
410, 408, 409, 440,
308, 309, 300

RODS &
REELS

We Have All Types of Garcia Rods
100
NEW
FRFOUENT

JAI

SHAMPOOFRS

4
110

This shipment was lost in transit and we are selling the entire shipment
at 20% BELOW WHOLESALE PRICE!

StIAKESPEARE and MINN-KOTA TROLLING MOTORS
All at WHOLESALE PRICES
- 7/

Only
Si
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Television Schedule
Now, Easy Credit Terms!

WSM-TV
Channel 4

NSIX-1V

WLAIL-Tie
Channel

5

Channel Fl

THURSDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
:00 News. Witr SeorisNews; Wthr ; Sparta I Dream of Jeannie
Family Affair
Alias Smith & Jones
30 Action Playhouse
00
LIbleCef
Alias Smith & Jones
:IN Action Playhouse
Lancer
getettchted
• :30 tronsidt
MovN:
Room for Granddad(
• :00 Irenside
-The Money Junele" Dan Auevet
Of
*30 Dragnet
Moyle
Dan August
O
:IN Down MartM
Mont,
This Is Your Life
:30 Doan Mortis
Sports
It Takes • TAW
It Takes • Thlref
1
:30 Tonhetst
511 Valley
News, WItsr: kiwis
Dick Cave*,
Mogi*:
Dick Covert
-Hidden Fear"
Movie
Dick Caveet

o

11 To -Tr.!•014
:«

—Do v.lifty

FRIDAY

ALL METAL
RUBBER
TREAD
* Shelves 19" Diameter X 23" Toll
* Rolls on Casters
* Beautiful Daisy Utno Design
* indoor or Outdoor
* for Rec. Room Patio 8. Porch
* Use as End Table

MORNING PROGRAMS

5

Jairrigal
11
:011 &brain,
COS Man
:310 Morning
Nashville AM,
!ea Taillay; Scene Tetley Nail/wale A.M.
• .3g Tod.,
Nashville AN
:g• Today: Scene ToilevCaotain Konearoo
8
'30 Today
Captain Ka...Wm
— All Dinah.* Placa
Mike Dahlias
:30 Concsintrinlon
Mike Douglas
:00 Sale at Century
Mike Douglas ,
10 ,Y. Hollywood Souarmi Family Affair
Love oh Life
1
IS Jecoardy
Who; What: News Where Heed is
•

9

3-FOOT

STEP
LADDER

UTILITY
TABLE

Reg. '4.87

-

=ler

ROOM
Lott
Beverly-NOWIllies
Dick V4111 0414
That lain
SewitchIN
tagef: News

FRIDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS

•
#0
AL

3
A
IF
C
7

Reg. '5.97 $487

Sing

Convention; News MI My ChitOreri
Lars Make • Deal
As the World Turns
:011 Dom of Ow L Ivan Many Sigendored Thing vewlywed Gerrie
Dating Game
.10 Doctors
Gelding Licit,'
General Hospital
:01 Another World
Sewet Storm
30 Bright Promise
On Life la Live
Opti Oh giant
Password
ie u S VIC
Game,
1 Hare Cons.JIrides
Ludt
O Collie
JO Mire Come &Ides Moyle
Daniel Doane
Darnel Boone
:30 Wild WIN Most
Goliath ard the
410 West: Action News
News; Whir.: Sports
V
:30 N&C Nightly News :ft
ABC Byrne" Newt

12 it

White-Ayacado-Yellow

$337

Real AlIcCIAN

PROGRAMS

'
41,`

FRIDAY EVENING
:00 News Wthr ;(Worts News; Wthr.; Sports I Dream of Jeannie
30 High Chaparral
interns
Brady Bunch
:00 Ilion Chaoarr•I
interns
Nanny & Professor
:30 Name at Game
Partridge Family
Movie:
:00 Name of Game
"A Time To Love andThat Girl
:30 Name of Game
A Time To Die"
Odd Cougde
0 .3' Strange Report
Love, American Style
Moires
00 Strange Report
Lows, Amer icon Style
Movie
Atnr
Su,
It Takes a Thief
Ira :00 News, Wthr., Sports Yews
si .30 Tonlohl
,
erry Mason
It Takes a Thief
P,erv MASON,
News; Wilt,, Sports
Movie:
Movie:
.a 00 David Frost
"The Tattered
'Requiem fOr
& 30 David Frail
Dress"
Heavereeight"'

6
7
8

11 AI Tec7,1=

THESE ARE DOUBLEFACED RED REFLECTORS

Report Urges Developing
And Conserving Resources

JEANS
by Maverick
• Regulars
VIStet°""
• Sizes 4-18

• Short Sleeve
• Sleeveless
• 100% Nylon
• 100% Polyester
• Sizes S-M-L

•Slockfiece
• Two Piece
• Sizes 1-3
4-6x
7-14

MENS
DENIM

WALKERS
• Solids
• Plaids
• Sizes 28-38
Limited Quantity
Rwg. *2.88

FREE-

LADIES

VALUE SECRETS EXPOSED
With traditional practice, the
wood framework that supports a
home has been hidden from view
after construction—concealed by
floor, wall, ceiling and roof
surfaces.
But, in departure from
tradition, a trend is in progress
which leaves parts of the wood
structure exposed for decoration.
Noteworthy examples are exposed ceiling beans under a
sweeping canopy of wood roof
decking which creates a feeling
of the forest within the home.
According to the Southern
Forest Products Association, the
true sources of value in a home
are being exposed along with the
framework. Wehther visibile or
concealed,framing lumber is the
key factor on which the ability of
the home to resist violent storms
and normal wear depends.
The exacting nature of the role
calls for a wood species with high
natural strength and nail holding
power. An appropriate grade
stiould be used and the lumber
should be properly seasoned and
pre-shrunk before being surfaced
to final size.
Lumber of this quality has
appearance that invites exposure.

JAMAICA
SHORTS
• Solids
•Prints
Req. 97'
2/$

LADIES
100% STRETCH
TERRY

JAMAICA
SETS
nly
$
8

48

FRANKFORT, Ky.—The state and work, and preserve other
Division of Water, in conjunction areas for future generations," he
with Spindletop Research, has added.
According to Graham the
completed an overall report on
report will recommend increased
Kentucky's water resources.
The report is part of a state funding for collection of water
water resources plan which will data, drafting of a water well
drillers law and othr laws
be published later this year.
The current report, to be relating to water use.
Other recommendations inreleased July 1, is a compilation
state grants to comof data from several studies by clude
the U.S. Corps of Engineers and munities for improving sewage
WAMIS, the computerized water treatment facilities, elimination
management information system of combined storm and sanitary
compiled by the Division of sewers and establishment of
programs to correct acid mine
Water.
Jewell Graham, director of the drainage and sediment damage.
Graham stressed the need for
Water Division, said the report
will list objectives rather than a state program in the face of
specific programs which will Kentucky's growing population
and economy.
come later.
He noted increases in pollution
Graham said the report will
stress the need for water and employment in the past
resource conservation, decade and a dramatic reduction
developmnet and management. in migration out of the state.
"Water resource development "By the year 2000 employment
means improving stream is expected to reach two million
channels, constructing dams and workers and population will
other structures, and planning reach five million people,"
and controlling land use," Graham said.
"This expansion will place
Graham said. "Conservation
means using judgement in severe demands on Kentucky's
streams to be water resources—demands which
selection
developed and to what extent." can be met only with careful
Graham said development, planning and effective action."
management and conservation
all are a part of the state plan.
"In general, we want to
develop streams and ground
water supplies where people live

Just Right for The
BEACH Scene!
• One Piece
• Two Piece
• Bikini
• Sizes 30-44

Potato-heads?

$8"To $ 10"

AmeriCHICAGO (UPI)
cans are consuming potatoes at
the rate of more than 103
pounds for every man, woman
and child each yew
But, repots Encyclopaedia
Britannica, the U. S. consumption is way behind that of
certain other nations. In the
United Kingdom, for instance,
it's more than 193 pounds per
person.

Sizes S-M-L

A

.f

GENERAL ADMISSION

EVERY
FRI. & SUN. NITE
6:00 til 10:00 p.m.
Includes:
Gunfights
Medicine Show
Table Top Mysteries
Museums
Crafts Area
50 Shops & Buildings

KAINTUCK
TERRITORY
4 mi. SW Ky. Dam
Hwy. 641
Open Daily- Noon 10:00
• # Monda s

POR(ER
WAGONER'S
COMPLETE SHOW
Fri. - Jul 16
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Tougher
TB Germs
In Child

r-

Most TB germs can be done in
by drugs like isoniasid. This
discovery revolutionized the
treatment of TB. But now some
TB germs are waging a counterrevolution. They have developed
a resistance to anti-TB drugs.
The percent of cases of TB with
drug-resistant germs is still tiny.
problem
serious
a
But
nonetheless.
One comprehensive four-year
study at Kings County Hospitalin
Brooklyn, New York,showed that
tougher TB germs were more
prevalent among children than
adults. A much greater number
of children than adults failed to
respond to any initial treatment
for TB. Other studies indicate
similar results.
Research suggests that
children pick up these dropresistant infections from adults
who fail to obtain adequate drug
intreatment for their own
fections. The germs are spread
by coughing and sneezing.
Children usually develop active
shortly after they are
di
infected with TB germs. But
adults, on the other hand, can be
infected for years before the
germs trigger active TB.
Fortunately, new kinds of antiTB drugs have been developed in
recent years. And children as
well as adults-who have TB
germs resistant to such drugs as
isoniazid and streptomycin-can
be treated with the new drugs.
ONE DOWN, ONE TO GO. Wide White (front) mid Trace Walker, both Murray Junior High
Eventually, the TB germs may School majorettes, struggle with unruly battons at the Shirley Rees Twirling Camp on the Murray
also develop resistances to the State University campus June 211-25 Vicki is
daughter of Mr.and Mrs. James C. White of Murray
new drugs. Then, the cycle wil Rt. 7.'Trace's parents are Mr. and Mrs. Max Walker of 111 Fairlane Drive.
have to begin again.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
The comparisons of drugresistant TB germs in children
and adults were reported in a
recent issue of the American
Review of Respiratiory Disease,
a publication of the National
Tuberculosis and Respiratory
Disease Association.
For more information, check
with the Kentucky TB and
Respiratory Disease Association,
MAYFIELD, Ky., June 30 —
the court records changed to
said. "And we're going to
Avenue, The Graves Fiscal Court today show that the order dissolving he
4100 Churchman
keep us a library. If it takes
Louisville, Kentucky 40206. It's a rejected two motions Med by At- the library district was actually knocking heads to keep it, then
matter of life and breath.
torney Fari.and Robbins on besigned on May 21, instead of that's what we'll do."
half of the Board of Trustees of
May 18.
Following the session of fiscal
the Graves County Library.
Lookofsky said the resolution court, Robbins tiled a motion in
Robbins first motion was that
lethally was signed in open circuit court to dissolve the re.
LETTERS,.** EDITOR
the court modify its order dis- court, adding the court is not straining order obtained recentsolving the library district so as even required to have an order ly requiring the library to be
to -go into effect in November
book.
kept open, while at the same
after the election.
Up until now, Lookofsky re- time asking for a temporary inThroughout the month of May
Comity Attorney Ben Lookof- lated, the fiscal court has main- junction staying the resolution
an exact account of the cost of sky said the Court of Appeals tained a "hands off" policy re- dissolving the library district.
litter pick up in the First High- has ruled fiscal courts can not
Robbins asked for a hearing
gardtng the library. But he inway District, which consists of rescind this type of order, add- sisted the court's primary objec- on Friday, July 2, for his motwelve counties, was kept with ing that an appeal has already
tive is to maintain continuous tions.
findings as follows:
been perfected from this order. library service in the county.
Lookofsky said the fiscal court
Trucks were driven 4,032 miles
Robbins also sought to have
"We are taking sides now," had been served with a circuit
at a cost of twenty (20) cents a
court order on June 22 staying
mile, resulting in an equipment
all of the proceedings regarding
the library.
rental charge of $804.40. A total of
Meanwhile, a spokesman for
1,396 man-hours were expended
the library board said the
at a cost of $2,931.60. The entire
library is being kept open and
cost of litter pick up for the month
all services are available to the
of May was $3,736.20. A monthly
public.
expenditure of this amount would
require $44,834.40 per year for
this Highway District.
The above costs do not
represent a complete litter pick
up but is a cost that represents
the time men and trucks could be
spared from more needed
operations to ward removing
debris from highways.
For example, four miles of
eighteen ( 18) foot surface could
be applied to roads or a hundred
foot bridge could be constructed
in this District for the amount it
costa to pick up litter for one
year.
It is thought that this information might provide a worthwhile news item.
Sincerely yours,
Jack Gray
District Engineer
'All-family comedy'
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) -Barbara Streisand and Ryan
O'Neal have been announced as
the stars of 'What's Up, Doc!"
by Warner Bros. which describes the film as "a contemporary all-family comedy with
Musk."

SUMMER
SAVINGS
PRICES GOOD THRU SUNDAY, JULY 4th

Lawn Mower
Trade In
We will give you $10.00 trade-in on any mower
you can push, pull or drag in or your old mower
will be worth $25.00 on any riding mower!
$10.00 less

Our Prices:
No. 420
No. 109
No. 422
No. 229

WASHINGTON (U P I):
Only a fraction of the nation's factories have complied with a water cleanup
order under which they are
supposed to notify the government by Thursday If
they are polluting rivers.
President Nixes announced In December
that the government was
turning to an 1899 law
which requires factories to
obtain a permit from the
Corps of Engineers if they
are discharging into navigable waters.
The law originally was
designed to keep the waterways navigable but the
President said it would be
turned on polluters, and
the Corps of Engineers told
factories to submit applications by July 1.

er, that fewer than 500 of
an estimated 40.000 to
100,000 factories have submitted applications, and
the Environmental Protection Ageficy (EPA) acknowledges there has been
strong opposition from a
number of states. Under the
program, the states check
the pollution permit applications and then tell the
EPA whether the factory
involved should get a permit.
Any factory failing to
submit an application by
Thursday—the deadline- - is
supposed to be barred from
further discharges. But
spokesmen for the Corps
and EPA acknowledge the
government can not move

WASHINGTON (UPI):
Americans throw away 21
million worn out appliances every year-20 per
cent of them refrigerators
—but scrap dealers usually
wind up burying them because they can't make
money recycling the metal,
according to a government
report.
The Commerce Department's National Industrial
Pollution Control Council
said the labor required and
the low quality of the scrap
involved make recycling
uprofitable. It urged the
Environmental Protection
\ gency to seek ways to
reuse the materials in discarded applicanes. which
are expected to swell to 29
million a year by the end
of the decade.
411

THE CORPS says howev-

Phil Byrn,sea of Dr. and Mrs. James Byrn, 1117 Clrearame, Is
working on his Eagle service project at the Calloway County
Public library. Young Byrn Is 14 and a member of Scout Troop 45
•

Grafton said some older
plants have had to call on
long-retired employes to recall the source of waste
discharge pipes so the company could ascertain what
it was dumping in the water.

'44"
'49",
:5901

One Gallon Family Size

PICNIC JUG
Wr Fall

$1 44

7-Piece setCOOLER SET
in Gold or Avocado '1.93 Value

ONLY

BRASS FOLDING
LEGS
18' DIAMETER

$333

NOW

Amoco China Foam

PLATES & PLATTERS
All Plastic 10-9" Divided
Plates and Platters

3 99'
Pkgs.

PICNIC COOLER
30 QUART

• Foam • Space Saver

Frig-Pak

ARTIFICIAL ICE

1.29 Value

Reusable, store anywhere.
never liquifies nor
1.29 Value NOW

84

JACK FROST

COLD DRINK CUPS

98 Value
100 5-oz.
fits standard home
dispensers.

POLAROID
COLOR FILM
• Factory Fresh
• Type 108
Film for Summer fun.
Visit our complete camera
department

Suspension

$377

NOW

New Big Value
Extra Rich

Aqua Velva
Silicone

PRELL
Shampoo

Lather
Shave

16-oz. Size
Our Reg. '1.66
NOW

Maalox•

4.66 Value

Antacid - Demulcent
REG. 11.27

Reg. or Menthol
10-oz. size
9T Value

97$ 2P1

LADIES
ROLL-UP SLEEVE

LADIES

SCOOTER,

BLOUSES

\

Permanent press with removable
ruffle. Assorted sizes and colors.

Permanent Press
Large assortment in colors,
prints and solids

Mr. Crawford McNee
a red Sunflower. Say
ad in some publican
for them, planted th
golly they came up a
good crop of red Sun
He also has a go
regular yellow Sunfl
giant kind. Here's o
that he took with a F

NOW
Reg. '2.66 $197

Phone:
753-8777

Few communities hay
a force against drui
Murray and Callow:
Millard Ails has as
responsibility of edi
drug abuse and he hi
quite a bit of recognii
work. He has made I
and demonstrations
abuse and has been in
in raising funds for ti

Tammy Brown gave h.:
boost by showing a
Seekers" whibh may
the Murray Drive-In
Friday. It will be sho
each night for three n
Brock of the Meat
Costar isoeknin Sib
well as in the area of E

Out early yesterday m
a Meadowlark greeted
ear drum jarring sc
sports a brilliant ye
with a little black yes

Bugle vines are bloorr

We also notice the Cr*
on Pogue, next to Carr
full bloom.

Kayo Willis and Don
down yesterday to see

Good to see Mrs. Sam
Sammons Bakery who
and BW Mayfield ovt
mans.

Scatterec
Showers
Dot Natii

By United Press bite
Scattered showers
derstorms, which acc(
at least three deaths
York State Thursda
much of the nation ag
accompanied by typ
merlike warmth.
Rain fell in mos
nation, except the
Northern Plains an
Coast states, where
prevailed.
Three men were st
killed by lightning as
thunderstorms rumb

(Continued on Page'

The Weatl

Our Reg. '1.77

Size 8-16.

OLD CROW—"Superchicken- and his owner Jim
Hawkins are shown in
Rogue River, Ore., after
.the rooster outclassed 200
other featheied entries in
the National Rooster Crow
Contest. "Supe" had 85
crows in 30 minutes to
pick up the $150 first prize.

Seen&I-Aroun
Murra

3 POSITION

SKIRTS
JAMES GRAFTON, an
engineer in the permit program, says EPA Is readying
a priority list of industries
and firms suspected of
being serious water polluters, and will move against
these firms, citing failure
to submit a permit application as partial evidence of
noncompliance.

Murray
RIDING MOWER
No. 1-3233
$42200
No. 1-3013
$329°°

United Press

BBQ GRILL

Factories break
pollution order

Discarded
appliances not
easily recycled

w/t
$4411

The Pril
Source of
In Murra
Calloway

BEI-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
ACRES OF FREE PAR KING

Open 9 - 9 Monday -Saturday

12:k1-6 Sunday

2/$300

Mostly fair, warm
humid today through Si
Kentucky with isolated
or evening thunder
Highs today and Saturc
804. Lows tonight upp
mid 60s.

EXTENDED OUT
Chance of daill
dershowers mainly afte
Sunday
evenings
Tuesday. Warm an,
Sunday and Monday
cooler and less humid
Lows mostly in the
mostly in the upper 9
and Monday and Il
Tuesday.

